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The sral hanest has played a major role in the cultural and economic development of 
Newtbundland for hundreds of years. Despitr thesr benrfits. the future of the harvrst is 
conditional on the international comrnunitirs~ support or condernnation. In contiiiuing 
efforts to do what they think is right for seals. and/or the sealing industry. animal tights 
proiips. sealers. and provincial and federal govemments argue their cases based on somr 
mix uf  moral rights. rthnic sumival. economic value or scientitic evidence. 
rhis report examines the history and ideology of both pro- and anti-sraling groups in an 
atternpt to comprrhend the rnany issues currently façing the Nwfoundlünd sealing 
industry . The role of othrr stakeholders. especially fishrries scirntists. is exploreci to 
c l l i r i f -  the positions taken by both sides and to identitj. what is required to allow the 
Netvtbundland seal harvest to continue. 
fhr Newfoundland sealing industry continues to provide incornes tor hanesters and 
processing employrrs in the season where few. if ÿny. alternative sources of rmployment 
rire available. Derply rooted in the heritage and culture of its people. the sraiing industry 
plays a key rolr in preserving outport Newfoundland. While animal rights groups threatrn 
to remove this integral part of native Nrwfoundlanders lives. it is important to undrrstiind 
the humane and conservation concerns advancrd by these groups. Whilr those opposrd tu 
the hunt are physically removed from it. they have the powrr to influence the 
international community and markets which determine much of the industry's future. The 
condemnation and arrest of thosr who break the regulations appear to be effective in 
changing the conduct of the harvest. Initiatives to professionalize the fishery through 
rducation and training have heiped to address ihese concems. The Canadian Sealen 
v i 
.Association and the sealers thcrnselves are crucial to ensuring the success of these 
initiatives. Fisheries science continues to develop management and harvesting policies 
tliüt address the concems of al1 interestrd parties. Seal population sustainability continues 
to be hasrd on management objectives and market considerations. This direction is both 
biologically wise and widctly supported in the international çommunity. whilc loçriliy 
there are m i x d  feelings. The rcqucst for additional funding from industq and 
govrmrnent is critical to maintain and improw tishrrirs science b r  seds so thüt th& 
future sustainability is protectcd with the use of nsw measures such as individual quoilis. 
as one means to civoid rxceeding catch limirs. International cooperrition continiirs in the 
management of seal populations that cross international boundaritis. In addition to rhis 
informecl management process. the international community must be provideci with clcar 
and acciiratr intoimation. The continuation of çducational prognms promotcd on a 
national lrvrl may nssist in improving reliitionships with those who oppose the hunt. A 
consensus on the rconornic value of the sraling industry by animal rights groups and both 
Ievels of the Nctwtoundland and Canadian govrrnments is required if rhe public is to he 
xcurütctly informrd. At this point the Nèwfoundland sealing industry appcars to have 
drveloprd to a stage where the harvest cm be justifird based on its dedication to sound 
iishrries management and scienti fic advice. 
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1.0 The Newfoundland Seal Fishery 
The followine C sections provide m overall description of the Ncwfoundland seal fishery. It  
outlinrs the seal tïshrrirs' importance to rural or outport Newfoundland as a historical 
subsistence and commercial fishrry. its potential for the continuation of a distinctive way 
o t' life for niral Newfoundland, mil its èconornic benetï ts. 
1.1 An Historical Perspectivc 
Seal hunting has figurrd in nonhrm coastal life for thousands of ';cars. :\s a r l y  as j O O O  
BC. hlüritime hrchaic lndians wrre exploiting ihc harp srals hund ail along rht. 
Netr foundland and Labrador coast. By 3000 UC. Prilcoeskimos w r c  successt'ully 
hunting ringed senls in the nunh during the winter. and the f rst Europsrins to visit British 
Col urn bia f iund Ilaida. Nootka. and Tsimshian lndians busi ly hanwtinp P x i  tic fur iecils 
as part o h  riçh marine resource base (Busch 1 W). In 1534 Frerich explorer Jacques 
C'artier notrd Labrador lndians taking seals in the Strait of Belle Isle (Anon 1984). 
The tirst prerequisiir for a commercial sral hwes t  in Newfoundland was the 
tsablishment of a permanent population with European commercial connections and the 
necessary technology. The second requirement was the establishment of tïxed settlements 
in certain specific locations throughout the island. In the initial stages men were 
transportrd annually to the island in the spring to tish the once abundant çod stocks. 
While this investment proved to be expensive for English companirs attemptiny to make 
a profit. it did. however. create settlrrnents when these migratory fishennen opted to live 
ysar round and raise their families in Newfoundland. In sornt: cases English companirs 
encouragrd thrir men to stay in order to develop a seal fishery. In the early 1600s. John 
Guy was appointed by the Bristol Company of London to rstablish a calony in 
Newfoundland. While Newfoundlandos economic growth was slow at first due to the 
heavy dependence on cod, it pdual ly  increased. As these îïshermen now wintered in 
Newfoundland they saw srals carricd dong the icr tlows. Seals killed for subsistence 
providrd a uclcomr change from tnditional salt beef and pork. The skins were used for n 
\,ariety of local needs including clothing. Commercial harvests soon followed. with the 
use of nets as the principal method for killing harp and bedlamer srals. In 1723. the tirst 
statistical account of sral oil production ro br used in lamps in industrial Britain wm 
recordrd. but by the late 1800s. however. petroleum products replaced traditional oils and 
drmand for seal oil decreasrd (Ryan 1994). 
Pririr to 1940. seai meat and oil had btien the main sral products !or commercial sale: this 
çhangsd a k r  1943 ils the international demand for seal pt-lts incrrasçd. When 
'Ieutoundland becarnt: a province of Canada in 1 9.19. the Canadim yovrmrnent 
commenccd extensive research on the secil population whiçh resulted in  closing dates for 
the harvrst in 1962 in ordrr to protrct adult frmalrs in rnolting concentrations. In the mid 
IO6Os cinimal rights groiips eupressrd an interest in the hwest .  diiiming that killing 
practices werr inhumane and the hum jeopardizrd the future sustainability OF the sral 
populations. 
The International Fund for Animal Wrlfare (IFAW) and later Greenpeace and othrir 
groups now threatened the tùture existence of the commercial seal tishrry (Anon. 1984). 
In response to these g r~wing  conccms. the International Commission for the Northwest 
Atlantic Fisheries. who represented most couniries fishing in Atlantic waters. bçgan 
scientific studies of seal populations. Further scientific information carne Rom the 
Cornmittee on Seals and Sealing. rstablished to provide the Canadian Federal Minister of 
Fisherirs with indrpendent management advice in 197 1.  A Canadian quota was set in 
197 1 for 245.000 seals. it was reduced to 150.000 t'rom 1972 to 1975. and further reduced 
to 127.000 in 1976. The formation of a 100-mile tkhery jurisdiction for Canada in 1977 
brought more control and at this point. northem native hunten were included in total 
allowable catch calcul~tions. The seal harvest now took a tum for the worst in 1983 due 
to protests by mima1 rights groups when the European Econornic Community approved 3. 
directive banniny the importation of pelts from whitecoat harps ( pups less than 14 days 
old) and bluctback hoodrd seals ( 18 months old) (Anoo 1984). At this point markets for 
whitecoat h q  seals were nonexistent (Anon 1983). 
This essentialiy markrd the end of the large-scale seal h w r s t  in 1983 carrisd on by 30- 
ro 56- mctcr vessels hunting mainly Young harp seais (whitecoats) in the nonhem ice 
I l o ~ s .  S r w n  to 30- meter boats now txploiied ail oi' the rivailable seal quota. In the next 
1 5 ) e u s  the ssüliny industry undenvent major changes: the focus was on full utiiization 
of tbc entire seal. and the industry now professionülized under the direction of the 
Crinadian Sealers .Association and the Departmeni of Fishtrries and Oçems u f  Crinada. 
Population sustüinabilit! and humane killing practicrs continues to br  y iwn high priority 
( Fügan 1 998). The Canadian stialing indusiry hançsted 01-rr 280.000 sesls in 1 998 N hiçh 
is 5000 o w  the estnblished limit and will rnaintain this quota of Y j . O U O  selils in 1999 
!!ive 3 (hn.irews 1999). îhe 1998 Canadian S r d  Management plans in Appendix 1.3 _ '  
detailrd ûccount of the regulations and quotas governing the 1998 srül harvttsr. 
Selil harvcistiny has had three distinctive penods. In the 1700s blubbtir was the main 
commodity. and was uscd for food. fuel and other applications: in the mid 1900s the 
interests shi fied to pelts: the modem seal tîshery from 1 960 onwards continues to b r  
challenged by the animal rights movernent and conservation concems as attempts are 
made to utilize the entire seal (Shahidi 1998). 
The historicûl commercial fishery built financial empires for only a few merchants but 
exacted a high price tiom its thousands of participants. Different histones draw different 
conclusions about the social, ecological and moral impact of the seai hunt. They do. 
however. share t h e  virw that the rigon of harp sraling. not  only the profit. cmbedded it in 
the folk tradition of Atlantic Canada. and sspecially Nrwtbundland. Convincing evidencc 
cornes from data showing that between 1800 and 1865 npproximatrly 100 boats and 
1000 l ivt is were lost during the hunt. The worst year. among mony bad ones. for the 
whitecoat hunt was in 19 12 when more than 300 men were eithsr tiozen or drowned in 
one night ( Wenzrl 1991 ). Shannon Ryan. in his paper. "Newfoundland Sealing 
Disasters". quotrs George Allan England. that "The seal hunt is without question the 
preatcst hunt in the world. not oniy in the number of mammals slaughtered but cilso in 
point oî'prrils t'rom icr. blizzards. tire. explosion and dro~ning.  A wholr catüloyue ul' 
hardships that only Ntru foundlanders c m  possibly endure" ( Ryan 1 990). For rural 
Newfiundlondtxs. the importance of the hunt's timing. its dangers. potrntial protitability 
and folk mttcuiing all cary o w r  ti, t1:r rnodrm hunt. Evrn when harp sealing. tspecially 
the hmrr spring whitrçoüt hunt. chünyrd froin ü tishtiman's supplemcntal octivity to its 
modern industrial commercial fom. it  continucd to mnke a significani contribution to the 
rçonomy of rural outpons by providing an eçonomic bridge betwt.cn socid assistance m d  
tishing ( Wenzel 199 1 ). In the absence of a winter incorne from fishing. shares from the 
sral harvest dlowed the men to provide their h i l i e s  with provisions. %hile many men 
recrivrd little of their shares as cash becausr of their ongoing ciccounts with supplying 
mrrchants. it provided collateral for credit whilr they were out on the ice (Ryan 1994). 
1.2 Sealing as a Distinctive Component of the Newfoundland Way of Life 
Allan Herscovici. a Canadian joumalist. suggests that Newfoundlanden. were really not 
t n o w  to the rest of the world uniil the seal protest movernent began. Ironically. the tirst 
timr that the world would hear about the province in recent decades was when 
anti-sealing protesten portrayed its people as barbaric and uncivilizrd (Herscovici 1985). 
Newfoundland people have stniggled to defend themselves and the reasons why it is 
important for them to participate in the seal hunt. Over the years industiy and govemment 
have worked to educate prople internationally about the hunt. The traditional x a l  hmes t  
helped people to survive by providing a supplemrntary incorne ro many Newfoundland 
families when there was a scarcity or lack of other specirs to exploit or no othrr sources 
of ernploymttnt. The seal tishery required participation by the entirr outport 
Newt'oundland household. Husbands and sons harvested the seals. while \vives and other 
h i l y  mrrnhers prepared their men for the hunt and cared for the household in iheir 
absence. While the offshore hunt did not involve the rntire household in the proçessing of 
srals. the landsmen or inshore hunts involvttd entire hmilies in procuring ruid processing 
seal carcasses (Lronard 1949). In some regions there kvas ün  additional opponunity to 
uork in local seal processing tactories (Fagûn 1998). l'able 1 . 1  lists the current seal 
procrssing t'acilities in Nrwfoundland. 
S . .  I .oc'itfi~n 
Carino Dildo. Triniiy Bay 
SeaFreeze 
North East Sralers Coop 
Caboto Seahods 
Dave Hiscock Ltd. 
lndian Bay Srafoods 
Catalina. Bonavista Bay 
F k u r  De Lys. White Bay 
Baie Verte. White Bay 
Brigus. Conception Bay 
Centreville. Bonavista Bay 
Fogo Island Coop Fogo. Notre Dame Bay 
The traditional way of life resulting from the seal fishery continues to be under constant 
threat. and it is important to appreciate the complex dependency upon the seal tishery to 
understand its persistence. Andre Longford, a past sealer. quoted in an article published 
by the Toronto Star said: "For the last 10 years. they've wanted us to stop hunting the 
ahite pups. and we did. riow they w~mt us to stop everything. How do they expeci us to 
live?" (Worsley 1984). The article described the hardship which Longford and another 
hamester had endured: "Like other fishermen on the island ot'Ncwfoundlmd, seder 
Andre Longforil depends on unrmploymrnt insurance io get through the winter. Hr gets 
S3OJ per month from the govrrnmcnt. but reports hr pays $500 prr month in rrnt. 
Without the $3000 he ussd to make tiorn the séai hunt his annual income has t'allen tu 
55000." hnothrr tishtmnan M t  that mti-sealing groups wcre slowly killing their culture 
and iradirion and would not let his Young son tollow in his Looisteps ( Worslry 1984). 
k i r  adjustment is marginal in today ' s  industrial society. This inarginali ty cuid their 
smdl numbers lrad some u-riters to conclude the- are targeted becausr tht'y are ueük and 
ciccording to Flrirscovici. protest orgünizations take aim at huntrrs and trnppers becausr 
thcy are the poorcst Canadians. the rnost isolated and the irrist able to defend themsrlves 
on the intemütional stage (Hersçovici 1985). 
Todriy's sed fishrry is comprised mainly of inshore fishermrn who have hrrn severely 
impacted by the 1997 cod moratorium. Although they receivrd yovrmment assistance 
ihrough The Atlantic Groundfish Sircitegy (TAGS). thesc inshore fishemen have few 
opportunities to Cam 3n income other than by income assistance. Unabls to catch çodtish 
in most arcas of the province. and rcstricted to rxtremçly low catches of lobster. 
mackerel. hemng. etc.. many of thern depend upon the winter seal hunt to supplrmrnt 
thrir income. While the crab and shnmp industry currently provides annual incornes of 
$6000 to $30.000 for crew members (vesse1 owners earn more) it is insufficient to 
support al1 of their families needs (Leonard 1999). Wrekly Employmrnt Insurance 
benefits of $300 to $400 in the winter months are helpful, but the incomes of $500 to 
$1500 per weck for four to six weeks provide a better standard of living. In addition 
fishermen would rather work than receive unemployment benefits (Bath 1999). At the 
conclusion of 1999. the TAGS program will no longer rxist. If fisherrnen cannot exploit a 
misture of resourccs throughout the sntire year in anticipation that collrctively they will 
yirld a decent incorne. they have little hope for the future. Sealers are no exception. 
Dependence on the seal fishrry as a rnrans to supplement other incornrs çannot be 
undttrestimated or over-rated. It is not by popular choicr that seals are killed. but out of 
the nrcessity to provide an acceptable standard of l iving (Bath 1998). 
1.3 Harvesting Practicev 
The offshore tlert trrivels 50-350 kilometers to the cdgc of the northem ice in snrly hlÿrch 
#hsre the seds  mrty h r  found on top of the pack ics. The inshore t1c.t.t trnwls  only a f w  
kilometers tu harvrst local sral populations. Shooting is the most common method of 
harwsting the vürious sprcies of srais. whilr clubbing or striking the sral on top of the 
heiicl is pt tmit td with specitlcally rrgulatrd tools. Historically seds werc killed mainly 
rvith clubs. but due to growing opposition from minial rights groups. including 
Greenpeace and the International Fund tOr Animal Welfare. the rnajwity u f 
Newfoundlmd seal hmesters have teplacrd clubs and hakapiks with d e s  (Anon 1997). 
Rifles make it easirr to kill the seals upon consideration that quite otien sealrrs have to 
chase seals in order to club them. However. çlubbing still occun in nonhem huit  regions 
and to 3 lesser extent in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and remains the most effective means to 
minirnize suffering to the seal. This is rspecially truc when considering that wounded 
seals are often not retrieved. In addition. harvesters do not have to incur expensive 
ammunition costs (Bath 1998). 
Seal harvesters must follow regulations outlined in the m u a 1  harvest management plan. 
According to these regulations penons can only dispatch marine mammals in a manner 
designed to do so quickly; a senous attempt must be made to utilize as much of the 
mammal as possible; they must serve an apprenticeship prior to receiving a commercial 
licrnsr: and those wishing to reccive a persona1 sealing license must complete a hunters 
ç a p a b i l i ~  test ( Sral Management Pian 1997). Appendix 1.1 includss a 1997 information 
package for holders of sral fishing licenses which furthtir describes regdatory instruments 
aimed at ensuring that the srai hunt is carried out in a hurnane and sustainable fashion. 
1.4 Structure and Value of the Contemporary Newfoundland Seal Fishery 
The commercial hanest is prosecu~rd using long liners or small boats and to a much 
lesser e'ctent. on hot or snowmobiles where the içe is solid and setils are c!ose to 
shore. The largest hwest. uhich consists of an ofkhori: hunt in northern icr tlous. has 
approxirnately 70 modem 45- to 65- hot  vessels that have essrntiülly repiücsd 
iraditional vessrls exçrrding 65 tZer as a result of the çlosurr of the ~\hitecoüt hunt. Thest. 
wssrls employ sticvn to eight h a n e d m  raçh. The amaller sraling tlrrt uses 3 t o  
28-fout open boats to hunt scals relarivrly close to the land and employ  an average of 
two to threr harvrstrrs prr  boat. The sed species that are hunted. indude Ii;up. hoodcd. 
ring. grey. and beardrd seals ( Seal Management Plan 1997). In 1999. 775.000 harps tvill 
be takcn. as well as 10.000 hoods. Thertt are no total dlowable catches hr other se& 
Experimental licrnses will be used for the harvest of ringcd seals. Finallu. a subsistencr 
harvcst will also tahe place for aboriginals with no set quota (Andrews 1994). The harvrst 
of young harps under I O  days old (whitecoats) and young hoods (blurbacks) under 18 
months old is prohibited. This is the stage :et which nrither have begun to molt. The 
scason commences on November 15 and ends on May 15 (Anon 1998). Drspite this early 
opening date the hunt usually begins in eîrly Febniary in order for harvesters to reach 
high concentrations of seals brought in by the northern icr tlows. 
A s  the seal harvest employs over 3000 seal harvesters and 300 processing employecs. 
Tina Fagan, Executive Director of the Canadian Seaiers Association. ferls that the harvest 
plays an important role in Newfoundland's economy (Fagan 1998). In 1996 the 
provincial Department of Fishcries and Aquaculture cstimated the value of the harvest 
and rhci procrssing sector at $1 1.000.000 and $9.000.000. respectively (Efford 1997). The 
Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans. howcvsr. estimates the value to hanesters 
iit $j.000.000. and sgrees with the processing value at $9.000.000 (Andrews 1999). Clive 
Southey. Department of Economics. Guelph University. Ontario. retained by the IFAW. 
disputes both of these daims. and estimates the value to be zero (Southey 1997). Tables 
1 2. 1.3. md 1.4 give threr srparate rconomic analyses o t' the Newtoundland seai tishery 
provided by the Nrwtbundlÿiid Depanment of Fisherirs and .kpaculture. the Department 
01' Fishrriss and Ocrans. md the International Fund for .+\nimal Wei h rc .  fhese di f i r i ng  
econumic values have bern the source of both heatrd controLVersy and misunderstmding 
ot'the inciustry and its value. 
Table 1.2 Ecooornic Analysis of the Newfoundland Seal Harvest by the Department 
d A q u i w h r e  for 1996 @non 1997) 
Esfimated Export Ciilur of Seals /rom the Province of Newfoundland: 
Pelts 246.000 x $46 (semi-processed) $ 1  1.3 l6.000 
~ I C B ~  tluman Ccnsurnption JfIO.(ln0 u $O.iOilh tS ZClO.000 
..\nimal Feed/Byproducts: 
\ 40.000 carcasses x 10lbs x $0.1 7ilb S 238.000 
40.000 carcasses x 40 Ibs x $O. 1 7/lb $ 372.000 
Oi1 Human Consumption: 500.000 lbs x W l b  $ 2.500.000 
Industrial Grade: 2.500.000 Ibs Y. $0.16/1 b 3 J00.000 
Orgrns 30,000 ;u lS30 $ 900.000 
Flippers 100.000 units x $3 $ 200,000 
Value Added. Infrastructure, Spin-offs $ 5 .000.000 
Estimated Total Value S2 1,026,000 
Less (Total Subsidy) S 925,000 
Note: These subsidirs. which are provided by the govemmrnt to rissist in 
oifsetting the costs of lower valued sral products (including merit). will be 
tenninated in the year 1000. 
Table 1.3 Economic Aniilysis of the Newfoundlnnd Seal Harvest by the Department 
d O c e w  for 1996 ( A ~ e c v s  1999) 
Hlwesting Value Processing Valus 
Pet ts $2.900.000 $5.800.000 
bleat $1.700.000 $ 700.000 
O rgmh $ 470.000 S 040.WO 
Oil & Blubber S 370.000 ~1.500.000 
Fl i ppers % 1 W.000 % 190,000 
To ta1 $5.630.t)00 $r).130.000 
htal V&t: to Newtb- E-my '3 1 -L760&00 
Note: The value to the processiny sçctor for msat is S 1 .VO0.000. The â 1.200.000 
govemment subsidy for seal meat has been deductcd Icriving a value of $700.000. 
Table 1.4 Econornic Analysis of the Newfoundland Seal Harvest by the Interniitiuniil 
Fundfor a l  W e W o r  1996 (Southey 1997) 
The brst cstimate of the output of  the cntire indusrry in 1996 is 58.96 million. Of this. 
$2.65 million is needrd to cover purchasrd inputs (ammunition. hrl. insurance. etc. 1. 
Subtracting expenses leaves only $6.3 1 million of value-added. 
Government subsidirs for mrat transport and processing amount to S 1.72 
million. A tùrther $1.67 million is spent by govrrnment on inspection. rescue. m d  
support of the industxy 
Yrt potsntial benrfits are now only $2.9 million. 
Lleat subsidies cire threr to four tirnrs Iiirger than the value of the procrssrd m a t  in the 
market: wct are told that 6.5 million pounds ofineat  was processcd. that is 7.5 times iiiorr 
than in the prrvious year. Given that costs xi: many multiples of revenue. the gain of 
çlaiming subsidies but dumping or discarding the meat would hiive k e n  huge. 
.At les t  30.290 penises werr collrcted and procrssrd mJ account for 60.94 million. The 
Director Genrral. Resource Management of the Department of Fisheries and Oçeans. 
sugpsts that the tmr  figure is as high as 50.000 penises. Without penises. value-added by 
the hunt drops to $1.97 million. 
Old harp seals. penises and meat subsidies cover fully 75*4 of the landed value paid to 
sealers. 
Conchsions of IFAW 
In 1996. Canadian tmpayers sprnt about 3.4 million to subsidize the landiny of seal rneat 
for new developing markets. not counting the Canadian Sealers Association and finance 
to other industry support and inspection services. Value-added by the hum is a mrre 
0.06% of the Gross Domestic Product of Newfoundlmd. The commercial hunt only 
addrd the quivalent of 100- I ?O Ml-time jobs (0.006?/0 of the 19.000 rmployed in 
Newfoundland). In essence. Canadian taupayers are spendiny $28.250-$33.900 for evsry 
iùll-time position in the sealing industry. The sealing industry is hravily dependent on 
meat subsidies and the sale oK seal penises which IFA W tind rsprciall) ofknsivr. rhese 
constitute WXI of the revenue of sralers and boat o w w s  nhrr pa) ing for fuel. 
ammunition. etc. if ut. elimincitr the seal ment subsidies. stop the trade in penises. and 
xçount for the tme costs of labor and capital. the net value of the seal hunt to Canada ris 
a N holr is zero ( Southey 1997). 
fhc report makes no attempt to calculate the "hidden" or less tangible costs of the hunt. 
such 3s. loss of tourism revenue duc: to diimage to Canada's reputation. In essence. the 
iFAW's answer to the question "1s the commercial seal hunt wonh i t?"  is no. rhis 
Animal Rights Group feels that the seal fishery is far from rconomically benriicial to its 
iisers (Southey 1997). 
The Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture. Department of Fisherirs and Oceans. and 
the International Fund t'or Animal Welt'are use diffèrent calculations to arrive rit the net 
economic benetit to the Newfoundland economy. The core of the tirst two differences lies 
in the definition of landed value. The provincial department uses al1 revenues extended to 
the Nrwfoundland economy in direct and indirect spin-otTs including those to trucking. 
fuel. ammunition. supplies, etc. These costs are not subtracted from total revenues in 
calculating the net benetit. However, Roland Andrews o f  the Department of Fisherirs 
and Oceans kels that these are actual costs and should be subtracted from the total 
revenue. In other fishrnes evaluated by the department. the total landed value is derivcd 
tiy iisiog catch receipts multiplied by sales valur (Andrews 1999). The $5.34 1 .O00 
diffrrrnçr in the sealing industry valur estimations betwern the Nrwfoundland 
eovemment and the Department of Fisheriès and Oceans is significant for thosr groups 
- 
rhlit use economic brnetits to support m increasrd commercial seal harvest. The 
discrepançy in subsidy totals is also a significant point of contention for both 
drpartmttnts. .-\ddditionri rescarc h is required to idcnti @ what the actual subsidies were. 
Whilr boih rrçognizr the valur to the Newloundlmd economy. ihis major Jillkrrncr in 
both the laiidrd valur inci subsidy may be used as a point of argument t'or thosr in 
opposition to the wal hamest. 
In the IFAW cinalysis. Southey daims that the value of the sealing industn; lias been 
counted two or three times what it is xtually wonh. He includrs costs that the provincial 
Depanment ot' Fisherirs and .4quaculture have includcd as revenue as opposed to Lin 
cxptinse. The fedrnl Department of Fisheries and Ocrans do not include thesri as a value 
to industry. Thçse includr Southey's projections of $?.6OO.OOO for ammunition. Ncithrr 
the provincial nor fedenl Departments' of Fisherirs have included the costs of inspection. 
sclirch and rescue. and industry support. Southey estirnates it to be $1.670.000. His 
anülysis indicates a direct total subsidy cost of $1.720.000. The sale of organs was 
5940.000 according to Southey. while the provincial department cstimated thrm at 
$900,000 and DFO estimated them to be $l.J10.000. The report provided by The 
lntrmational Fund for Welfare in Table 1 .J does not provide details conceming the value 
of the industry. Further investigation into rasons behind differences in estimaies werr 
not successtùl; therefore their estimations cannot be confirrned. Their conclusion that the 
net value to industry is $2,900.000 and reduces to zero in the absence of a seal penis trade 
remains open to further analysis and discussion. While the fedenl and provincial 
departments dispute the value. thry agree that the sealing industry makrs a significant 
econornic contribution to the Nrwtbundland economy. Upon review of the nccountability 
and lrgislation goveming bath the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture and the 
Department of Fishrries and Oceans. it is clear that ihrir estimations should provide the 
highrst drgree of riccuracy. This is tme cspecially for the fedrral Department of Fisherics 
and Ocrans whose responsibility is to sen?<: all of Canada as opposed to strictly 
Nrwtbundland. 
2.0 The Animal Rights Movement 
The animal rights movement has been a major impedirncnt to revitalizing the sealing 
industry to historical Irvrls. An ûppreciation of the ideologies and perspectives of this 
inovement is crucial to understand the motivation driving protest çarnpaigns against the 
seaiing industry. This chapter descri bes their key arguments. inciuding cruelty to srals. 
the threat to population sustainability. tisheries interactions. and low economiç retums. 
2.1 Philosop hical Values of the Movement 
The social roots of the animal rights movrmeni lie in the changrd relationship brtu r rn  
humans and their fellow çreaturtrs. This change was a result of a urbanization and 
industrialization in western societirs: city dwellsrs began to consider animüls unly as 
pris. and less and less as instruments for hbor and production (Nrlkin I 992). 
Humans. for some time. have projected onto iinimals the charactcristics of humüns. 
thtiretore strttngthening the defense for animal survival. People ssr animals i ik humiins 
in being sensitive tn pain. having rtmotional bonds such 3s love and loyalty. as weil as the 
ability to plan and communicate. People have long rndowed animals with human 
çharrictrristics-- crafty foxes. grerdy piys. lazy cats. OHen the traits that brlong to animals 
are personalized to the extent where hurnms are placed below animals in perceiveci 
Itivels of imponancr (Nelkin 1992). If animals share so many human characteristics. 
what are the essential differences'? The distinction between humans and animals is the 
kry issue in the growing number of disputes over animal rights. especially in 
Newfoundland where harvesters sometimes fer1 that animal riyhts groups consider srals 
as more important thm humans as a result of their attempts to stop the hunt. Quite often 
many wonder why the killing of other animals or living creatures does not receive the 
sarne attention and opposition. For example, in slaughterhouses. millions of animals are 
stumed into unconsciousness. then killed by bleeding. Egit Ole Oen of the Nonvegian 
Collegr of Veterinary Medicine daims. however. that many are not pmperly stunned 
prior to blerding. inflicting much pain on the animal. This issue has nnt bern iiddresscd 
by animal rights groups (Anon 1998). The ditTerencrs in perception c m  only be rxplained 
by an examination of belirfs. cultural preferences. personal values and mords (Nelkin 
1992). Millions of people living in the United States. the United Kingdom and Western 
Europe now hold as m article of hith that the presenation of srals in Canadian waters is 
a moral test ot' the relationship between humans and othrr mimals on the pla.net. Since 
Canada cürries out  the largest commercial seal harvrst in the world. i t  srrms logicül that 
i t  & i l 1  rccrivtr the largest degree of publicity ( Wrnzel 199 1 ). 
Supporters o t' animai wrl farr emphasize the nrtrd to avoid intlicting sut'fering. rhrir 
main cuncerns deal \+ith the rnanner in uhich mimals are killed and the tiffects on the 
population. If thry are convinceci that the killing can be çamttd out humanrly without 
intliçtinp signifiçmt sutt'srinp. they would probablg drvelop long-trn policirs which 
thry would expt'ct hamsters to follow. If. however. therc: is rvidencr that cinimals are 
subjrctrd to excessive pain and suffcnng. an attempt to gain public support for ri çiosure 
of a directed harvrst will quickly be initiated. The fundamental argument put fonvûrd by 
animal rights groups is that animals have certain rights among which is the nght to life 
without suffering. These groups atternpt to look at questions h m  the non-human 
viewpoint and to treat the rights of animüls as rssentially similar to thosr of humans 
(.bon 1986). 
In cornparison to other seal harvests. Canada is both larger in scali: and involvement. and 
therefore exerts more energy in dealing with animal rights groups. In the Nonhwest 
Temtories. Russia and Greenland there is not a high degree of opposition directed toward 
native aboriginals hwiting for subsistence and for commercial harvests. However, 
Greenland hunts over 50.000 harp srals alone. plus an qua1 iiumber of ringed scals 
annual ly with no quota. while Russia has a total allowable catch of less than 70.000 hürp 
seals. In Third World countnes. inciuding Namibia. the seal population had k e n  
ovmxploited by foreignrrs but now has an rstimated population growth of 3% mnually 
in their absence. In Uruguay. the hunt was suspended in 1991 due to overexploitation and 
is currently allowing the rebuilding of stocks nt 3%. In the United States there is no 
commercial seal hanest: this is possibly due to local opposition to the hunt and a 
Mammal Regdation banning the importation of seal products. Noway. which is 
çurrenily aitempting to rebuild seal markets and drvelop an increasrd cummercio 
kl arine 
1 
hanest. is experiéncing problems similar to those expttriençrd in Canada (.-\non 1997). In 
order to understand the situation in these regions. further resrarch is required. t I o H ~ c . ~ .  
reylirdlrss of the Irvel of direct public opposition to the hunt for eithrr subsistenw or 
çornrnsrciül value. dl rcgions have bern deeply impactrd by importation bans and media 
çmpaigns  initiated by animal rights groups throughout the world. 
2.2 The Rise of the Protest Movement 
Iiiterçst in harp sral conservation and the rnethods used to kill seals was fint hroached in 
1949 hy Dr. Harry Lillie. ü Scottish surgeon and consrrvationist. who had long b e n  
critical of whaler's techniques. Lillie accompanied the Newfoundland ileet as a mrdiçal 
officer on the MV Codroy; hr witnessed events. which in his opinion. wrre both 
horri5ing and cruel: "Whirecoats were generally killed quickly by a blow on the hcad. 
but occasionally I saw men in a hurry just daze them with a kick and cut the little bodies 
out of the pelts whik they lay on their backs still crying." Lillie was equally appalled by 
the wastage that for so long had been part of the adult seal hunt noting that "Some seals 
died at once. others, shot through the neck or lungs. writhed in pain until they flopped 
over the cdge into the water to die out of sight. I saw as many as Five seals frorn one 
single large ice pan disappear, leaving five trails of blood" (Candow 1989). 
In St. John's. Nrwfoundland following the hunt. Lil l ir  met sealing captains and 
representatives of the ownrrs of vessrls. Many of the captains serrncid sympathetic but 
were unawarr of any  irnprovernents in the niethodology used in killing the seals. Lillie 
subsqusntly travrled to Ottawa for talks with officiais in the kdcral Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans. but. therr: was no positive response to the cruelty issue. 
Disillusionrd by the government's lack of response. Lillie returned to the içr tloes in 
1955. tiimed the hunt. and aftrnuards distributrd copies of his film rhroughout Yonh 
.-\rnerica. Sirnultaneously the British public werr becoming aware of the perceivecl 
injustices camed out in the seal hunt. In 1955. Lillie wrote a book about the scal tishrry 
titlrd. Thr I'urlr ThrorcgIi Prnytrin C ' i ~ p .  which containcd his account of the 1949 seal 
hunt. Althoiigh neither the book nor the film created large public attention. the seal issue 
had brrn  brought into rhe open for the t h  timr. .As iime passed. public interesr in the 
issue grrw (Cnndow 1 989). 
The crudty issue exploded onto the international sccne in 1964 ahet the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation's French-language television nctwork aircd a film on the seül 
hunt. '-Les Pliogue. de la Barquise". as part of its series on huntiny and fishing in Quebec. 
The film contained footagr on the Maydalen lslands sral hunt. including one sccne where 
a seal was skinned dive and its carcass lefi M i n g  on the icr. The film causeci an uproar 
all over Quebec and also inspired Peter Lust. editor of a Gcrman-langunge weekly 
magazine. to w-rite an article titled, "Murder Island" which eventually was dissrminatrd 
throughout Europe. At this point. the Canadian govemment was facing an international 
protest. The outcry forced the government to take action. After consultation with 
representatives of the sealing industry, humane societies. and the Canadian Audubon 
Society. the Canadian govemment introduced the Seal Protection Regulations on October 
19. 1964 (Candow 1989). Several of these regulations are listed in the following table. 
Reg 15 ( 1 )  
Reg 14 ( l a )  
Reg 17 
Reg 18 
Reg 2 l (a) 
No person shall use a  hrlicopter or other nircraft in sraling rxcrpt in 
searching for seals. 
No person sliall engage in sraling by m y  mrms in the Gulf 3rea or front 
are3 unless he has a sd t i r s  license or an assistant sealers license issud 
by the minister. 
A sealers licrnse shall not be iisued ro an? person who has had Iess than 
two years as a seüler. 
Ni, person shall take or kill  srals in the Gulf area or fiont by ciny means 
other than by 
( 3 )  a club made o f  hardwood not lrss than 24 inçhes or more than 30 
inçhes in lrngth and that for at lrast ha l f  of its lzngth is not Icss than 2 
inches in diameter. 
( b )  a rifle firing only center fire cartridgrs. not made with metal ç a s d  
hard point bullets. 
No person shall hook. commence to skin. bleéd. smash or inûkr an); 
incision on a scd with a knik or riny irnplement until the seal is Jead. 
No prrson shall kill adult harp seals in whelping or breeding patches. 
Except with the permission of the Ministrr. no person shall take or move a 
live seal  irmmediatem tromvhich i t i s .  . . .  . . S . .  
The complrte 1964 Sral Protection Rrgulations are included in appendix 1.3 
It was later discovered that the French film had been staged. A Magdalen Islands 
tisherman gave a swom statement that he had been paid to skin a \ive seal. ln addition. 
he had done so on March 3, 1964, before the sealing season officially began. However. 
the regulations were established and protest groups became involved with anti-sealing 
çampaigns. Observers from both pro- and cinti- sealing groups wouid now observe the 
seal hunts for the years to follow. reponing to the International community what the- had 
seen (Candow 1989). 
Brian Davirs. a drdicatrd animal rights activist. was one of the most influential 
nnti-ssnling protesters who frrquently brought the protrst to the i c r  each ycar. Davies 
joinrd the New Brunswick SPCA in 1961 and became interestrd in the seal hunt on btay 
20. 1964. when hr ünrndrd a meeting of govemmrnt. the sealing industry. and humant. 
society representatiws in Moncton. Davies becürnr convinccd alier the meeting ihat on 
wer-çapitalizrd industry was intent on killing ihs Iüst seal pup in order to get a retum on 
its cquipmrnt (Cündow 1989). Despite clearly positive stütements by oihtir obsenws. 
Dûvies m d  another anti-seül protester. Dr. Elizabeth Simpson. continuousl~ made 
neyativr descriptions of the hunter as bring barbxic and cruel. Davies occrisionally 
travrled to Europe to güther support for the anti-sealing çmpaign  m d  attemptrd to gain 
support for a ban on sen1 imports in European çountrics. The international seal fur trrtdc 
was significantly rrducrd dut: to etlbrts by Davies and his fellow protestcrs. Public 
support for the ban of seal products quickly gainrd momentum as cmpaigns were 
initiatrd in Europe and North Amenca. The support of medical experts and celebritirs 
further strenghenrd the campaign. It is noteworthy that in 1968 Davis brought a group of 
European veterinary pathologists to the ice to examine the seals aftrr they had died. It 
was later reported that Davies had insisted that the pathologists not comment on whether 
or not the hunt was cruel but rather state that the seals suffered atter the tlrst blow by 
sealen. The pathologists later confîrmed that of the 36 1 carcasses they exarnined. 96.7% 
were deemed to have been unconscious pnor to skinning (Candow 1989). While Davics 
has not denied or accepted responsibility for this action. there is no solid proof that it did 
occur. 
In response to the growing çoncems of vanous interest grwps regarding the management 
of ssal populations. in 1966 countries belonging to the International Commission for 
Nurthwest Atlantic Fishrrirs (ICNAF) agrerd to manage the stocks on an international 
hasis. Sincr harp and hood seals migrate betwen Canada and Greenland. and countt-ies 
including Norway harvested a portion of the Canadian front and Gulf herd which are part 
of a single Northwest Atlantic population. an international management regimc was 
required if  the stock was to be managed effectively. Brginning in 1 97 1 quotas werr 
ÿpplied. first by ICNAF and. cifier the introduction of the Canadian 200-mile tjshrries 
juridiction. bp Canada acting on the advicr of the Nonhwst Atlantic Fishrries 
Orgünizcition prior to 1 Y8 j and following 1945. The quota was set indspendently b e t w r n  
these timr periods. Some of the main management mrasurrs implrmentrd for hiirp and 
hood srals included opening and slosing dates. licrnsing requirrments. prohibition of 
M i n g  certain types of seals and total aIlowablr catches (Anon 1986). 
Brim Davies Ieti the New Brunswick SPC.4 in t 969 because some members k!t that the 
associatiun was nrglrcting animal welfarr in New Brunswick at the expense of the 
ssriling issue. He was allowed to take with him the asscts of the Save the Seals Fund. 
which he later used to establish the International Fund t'or Animal Wclfxe (IFAW). 
Within four yem. IFAW was gentirating annual revenues in rxcrss of $500.000. In 197 1.  
both lFAW and the European Cornmitter: h r  the Protection of Seals offered to pay sealers 
not to hunt. Three years later [FA W hired the New York advertising fim of 
McCann-Erickson to CO-ordinate its "Stop the Seal Hunt" campaign. Nrwspapers. 
national magazines. billboards and radio were also used to spread the anti-sealing 
message. Although the campaign cost ovrr $100.000. this was more than covered by the 
fund's incrcased revenues, which leapt from $5 13,334 in 1973 to $805.14 1 in i 974 
(Candow 1989). m i l e  these figures are presented by Candow. a literature search did not 
confirm the accuracy of these revenues; M e r  investigation is necessary. 
In 1976. the IFA W shared the anti-sealing cmpaign with a nrw group. The Greenpeace 
Foundation had bern formrd in British Columbia in 1975 to protest Amcrican 
underground nuclctar tests and also had some history with the whaling protest in the 
Pacitic Ocron. Greenpeace becamr involved with srveral controversial protests including 
a trip to St. Anthony. Newfoundland. and a visit to the ice whrre they threatzned to spray 
seül furs with paint. Despitr its participation in local meetings. the exact concems of 
Greenpeace remain unçlear. I t  may have been the crurltp issue or the thrent of rrduction 
in the seal population (Candow 1989). 
In 1977. Canada look management control of dl tishrries within 700 miles of its 
coüstline. i'his also impactrd the exploitation of the srül tishciry. Canadian sral hunts 
were now o b s c n d  more crirefully. The entire structure of the seal tishrry b q ü n  ro 
chance ahrr 1983 whrn the sral hunt was no longer carrird out in whelping 
concentrations. IFAW and Grernprax continurd. howevrr. to block both fishrrics. 
(irrttnpcace director. Paul Watson. receivtid media attention at the beginniny of the hunt. 
blarch 15.1977. by handcuffing himsd f to one of the ships. Earlirtr that day. Watson and 
two othrr Greenpeace members had thrown pelts and clubs into the water. and Watson 
had even lain down on the ice in front of a sealing ship. forcing it to stop. At the same 
timr. IFAW's Bnan Davies brought people. especially celebritirs including Lorena Swit. 
to the ice. lFAW and Greenpeace were joined in 1977 by a millionaire Swiss 
conservationist. Franz Weber. head of the Franz Weber Foundation. who O tTered to pay 
the Canadian government $2.5 million to stop the hunt and later offered to build an 
artificial fur factoty in Newfoundland to employ displaced sealers. The offer was rejected 
and Weber did not becorne involved in the hunt again (Candow 1989). 
According to Herscovici ( 1985). as the contlict continurd into the late 1970s. the 
protesters suffered credibility probiems including staged appearances with former sealers 
paid to tell lies regarding skinning seals alive. lFAW had its registered charitable 
organization status revokrd because Revenue Canada saw it as using its monry t'or 
polirical purposes. and not dirrçtly for charitable reasons. Revenue Canada automatically 
rcquestrd its s h x r  of taves of ovrr â I .2 million. In responsr. IFAW moved its 
hradquarters to the United States to regain its registered charitable organization status. 
.At this point its rnembership was reported at 800.000 (Hcrscovici 1985). The Grernpeiicr: 
organization also bod difficultirs. Paul Watson was exprlled by the foundation's board of 
directors for over-running their budget by 615.000. Watson. who thrn foundrd the 
Earthlorcr: Environmental Society. clüimrd that Greenpeace wüs only intrrested in 
iuming a protit in the sral protest because of its high lrvel of support md ability to 
enerate high revenues through donations. At this point the intsgrity of the seül protrst 
movtimrnt \vas srvttrely questionrd by its own mcmbers. But this setback u-as only 
temporas.. Watson's yroup purçhased a vessrl. the S a  Shepherd. which was usrd in 
1979 to sriil to the icr wherr: ht: iind his çrrw were arrestrd for spraying Jyr on more thon 
200 whitecoat pups. Watson was fineci $8300. sentenced to jüil for 15 months. and 
subsc.qurntly placed on threr yexs  probation (Candow 1 989). 
2.3 The International Fund for Animal Welfare's Investigation into the 
Yewfoundland Seal Hunt 
In 1995. the Canadian govemment introduced decreased subsidirs for the scal 
hunt and plcdgcid that the renewed kill would br humane. wrll-regulated. sustainable and 
fier from wastr. IFAW later claimed to witness an entirely differcnt situation from that 
promisrd by the Canadian govemrnent. In tact. IFAW released information to the media 
that indicnted that the seal hunt had run wildly out of control: they argued that hunters 
killed over a quarter of o million seals in less than three months. Video rvidrnce 
obtained by the lFA W suygested that many seals were actually skinned alive. Many 
others were wounded by gunfire and caught on sharpened steel hooks or clubbed to death 
with illegal weapons. Federal inspectors were unable to prevent sealers from kiliing ovrr 
three t imcs the lrgal lirnit of hooded seals (IFAW 1997). 
Currrntly the responsibility to ènsure that quotas are not excreded lies with the 
Depanment of Fisheries and Oceans. Due to the logistics in reyulûting many dit'ferent 
sttüling ürras. DFO uses total allowablr catches and çlosing dates as a means of manûying 
the hiirvest. If prior to the ofticial closure of the harvrst. seaiers excsed the quota. it is not 
illegal becriuse thcre is no way ot'the knowing when to stop hunting other than by slosing 
dates. Sealers do noi have individual qiiotas and thctrel'orcr hanest as man? seals as 
possible until the closure date is announced. Ewntually seal hanesters may have to tcike 
sornc: responsi bili ty  in ensuring t hat quotas are not excecidrd ( Andrews 1099 1. 
In man'; instances. eithrr rrsidenis or tourists witiiessed hundreds of dead srals un 
I c i d  Ncwfoundland beaçhes. of which many had only the penises removed ( IF AU' 
7 Most rrccntly. govrmment officiais charyed 1 0  1 sealers. inçluding the president 
and ri manber  of the 19% Exccutive Council of the Canadian Sealers i1ssoci;ttion. with 
illsgally selliny more than 25.000 protected blurback hooded pups ( IFAW \ W7). Thest: 
abuses occurred despite 30 yrars of attempted refonns. including the funds put into sealcr 
training. the exprnditure of aver $23 million for a Royal Commission on Seals and 
Scaling, and the annual costs of about 100 Federal inspectors. plus aircntt. iccbreakers. 
and rescur ships. In addition. at least $ I million has been paid per year since 1 985 in 
direct and indirect tax payer subsidies to the sealing industry (IFAW 1997). Jacquelyn 
Lake. project coordinator of the Seal Industry Development Council. later confirmrd that 
charges against sealers for the sale of blueback. hood seals remain before the courts (Lake 
1999). The delay in court proceedings are attributed to the large arnount of information 
required to lay charges against so many people and DFO's right to regulate the sale of 
seals. DFO's challenge to regulate the sale of seals was rejected in the Newfoundland 
Supreme Court. but the ruling is being appealed. Undrr the Department of Fisheries and 
Ocrans' reyulations. the srlling of whitrcoats (youns harp seals under 1 O days old) and 
bluebacks (young hood srals ranging up to 18 months) is illeçal. Blurback hoods were 
placrd in the smr catrgory as harp whitrcoats following the 1986 Malouf Commission 
on Ssals and Sealing in Canada which recommended closure of the harvest of boih 
whitecoats ünd bluebacks ( Andrews 1999). Despite this ban there is a high econornic 
incentive to srll bluebacks to illegai black markets (Bath 1999). Commercial hamsters 
ma? kill bluebacks for their own personal use. but thry cmnot offer them for sale. The 
h u m  h r  whitscoats will probably nevcr b r  reinstattrd: however. the hunt t'or older 
blurbaçks is open to discussion dur to the 18-month psriod in  whiçh they art: still 
protrcted. It may be possible to alter this deiinition by ~Iicinging the cige for ~r hich thry 
ore still considerrd pups. This will allow a han~est whilé the prlts ore sri11 blur and thus 
reçrive a siyniticontly hiyher market priçe beforr they change color. Incrciissd observer 
covrrrige will assist in rlirninating thrsr offenses in the future. Currently ohsrnw cost is 
tibsorbed bp the Department of Fishrrirs and Ocrans (Andrews 1999). .Additional 
furidiny will b r  required if  this goal is going to be achievrd. The sraling industry will 
also have to financially support this objective dur: to the high costs associated with 
o bsemer coverage. 
In 19%. tFAW undercover investigators gainrd ücccss to four sealiny vcssels and 
obtained documrntary evidence of the sral hunt that would depict the Canadian seal hunt 
as barbarious and cruel. In just eight days. thry clairned to videotape at least 144 
violations of Canada's Marine Marnmal Regulations and other rules meant to control 
abuses in the sealing industry. including skiming seals alive. using hooks to catch live 
seals. shooting seals and leaving them to sufier. clubbing seals with a boat hook. killiny 
seals and abandoning them on the ice, selling contaminated seal rneat. and. moving or 
abusing live seals (IFAW 1997). IFAW presented other videotapes and documents 
rrponing at lrast 34 othrr abuses which. however. are not currently addrrssed by current 
Canadian law. Some of thesr unregulated abuses include killing seals solely for their 
grnitais. dumping unwanted seal parts. stockpiling of dead or dying animais. killing 
pregnant fernales. and uncountrd kills when srals are wounded. but nevcr recovered 
( IFAW 1997). IFAW's 1996 investigation concluded this uncrnsored view of the world's 
Iaryest slaughter of marine mammals proves again that scaling in Canada is cruel ÿnd 
criminal. Rrcent scandals and continuing widencr of cruel and criminûl activity in the 
sealing industry reinforce lFXW views that current regulations are inadequate and the 
cn torcrrnent of these regulations is inrlkctive. il ' not impossible (IF.4 W 1997). 
CI~iyton Ruby. ri l a u y  rctainrd by the IFAW to investigütr the :!tlantic sral hanest 
itüttrd "ln the 1970's. our country bore the brunt of international criticisrn fur its seül hunt 
whiçh w u  rightly condemnrd as a homtiing display of crurlty. W s  haie nor corne v e p  
t'a in the 1 s t  twrnty yrars" (IF.4W 1997). In contravention of the Marine Marnrniil 
Krgulations. s a i s  ore killed with methods that intlict severe pain and suffrring to the 
animal and d s o  caiisr serious risk to the future sustainability of the seal populations. 
Man? of the abuses are violations of the Canadian Criminal Code. s.446. which strites that 
nnyone who " intentionally causes unnecrssary pain. sufferiny or cruclty to an animal is 
guilty of an offense punishable on surnmary conviction and is subjrct to penalties of a 
tine up to $2000 or to imprisonment for six months or boih" (IFAW 1997). In s u m r n q .  
the International Fund for Animal Welfare feels that the lack of observers on sealing 
vessels has 1eft sealers free to commit trns of thousmds of offenses on the unprotected 
icc and holds the opinion that the Department of Fishenes and Oceans is expanding a 
hunt that it cannot control as evidenced by these infractions (IFAW 1997). 
In 1996, Newfoundland sealing groups including the Canadian Sealers Association and 
hanesters openly adrnitted that several of its people violated kderal seal protection laws 
when a group of men were videotaped hitting and abusing a seal in Petty Harbor. 
Newfoundland. This case affected the sealing industry in a drarnatic and hurtful manner. 
Other sralers publicly condemned thrse actions and supponrd punishrnent for the 
offenders. The provincial Drpartmrnt of Fisheries and Ocrans and the Canadian Sealers 
.Association felt thût this conduct was wrong. but point out this did not represent cornmon 
practicr of the Nswtoundland sen1 harvesters or industry (Fiigm 1998). The initial 
rraction to this rvent resulted in continued protest calls to the Canadian Sèalrrs 
.-\ssoçiation. IFAW nired the tape in the following spring. However. interest eroded aArr 
3 ~ h ~ n  lime: this civoided any serious hürm to sral markets according ro rhe Canadian 
Sealers Association ( Lake 1999). 
2.4 Changes Needed to Help Reduce Cruelty to Seils 
IF;\ W feels strongly that rnost sralers oftrn do n«t respect rven the most basic standards 
of humanr conduct whrn killing sitals It feels that drastic changes arc required to c m y  
out a humanc seal hunt. 1 FA W statrs that Canada's Criminal Code gives seals. likr i i I I  
mimals. speçi fic protection h m  "unnecrssary pain. suffenng or injury" ([FA W 1 997). 
The current Manne Mammal Repulations must be revised to mert basic standards. IFAU' 
daims that evidence shows that woundrd animais are lelt to suffrr as srcilen slaughtrr 
massive numbers of animals in a short prriod of timr. In order to stop this stockpiling of 
dead and dying mimals, the regulation that al1 seals must be bled and skinned 
irnmediately must be reinstated. As with vinually rvery other land-based hunt. the killing 
of pregnant Females must be stopped and the shooting of seals in the watrr banned in 
order to limit suffenng and avoid wounding but never recovering the animals. A 
mandatory shooting or marksman test should be given to the sealen themselves rvery two 
years to ensure quick and effective death to the seals (IFAW 1997). 
The practicnl reality of cnforcing sevrral of thesr proposrd regdations is quitr dismal. 
Killing pregnant seals cannot be stopped dur to the fact that they are pregnant for 
mosr of the ycar between the ages of 6 to 18 and mate shortly afier pupping (Malouf 
1986). It is also difficult to distinguish the strals' sea (Bath 1999). Increased surveillance. 
L\ hich will reducr instances of harvestrrs iraving dead seûls brhind. must be supported by 
tinancial resourcrs for personnel and rquipment if it is to be of value. Finally. continurd 
training in marksmanship is a practical objective given that the rnajotity of serils are shot. 
2.5 Changes Needed to Protect Seal Populations 
IFAW t'ec.1~ srroiigly thüt the Depanment of Fisheriss luid Oçrans has nrglrctrd its 
obligation as proteetor of the seal resourct?. Lnck of üdequarr enforcernént and control 
niay contribute to many violations in the seal tishsry. Despitr this çriticism. animal 
cictivist groups. inçluding the IFA W and Greenpeace. krl thüt management of the hunt 
rnust rrmüin under fcderal control. Açcording to IFAW. the Depanment of Fisheries 
regdations should rrquire notification when sraling vrssels are approaching port. 
Sraling inspcctors should routinrly sarry out dockside inspections to ensure that reportinp 
regulations are being met. Fedenl sealing inspectors m u t  be prescnt on ail sealiny 
vessels with a crew of ihree or more. with the powrr to arrest violators. The erirlier 
practicc of giviny qualitied independent animai welfûre observers. such as the Canadian 
Council on Animai Care rind the Canadian Frdrration of Humane Societies. open access 
to the hunt and seal processing plants must be reinstated (IFAW 1997). 
A critical analysis of these recommendations reveals problems in establishing such 
regulations. The logistical and financial demands of this management approach is both 
complex and expensive. Due to the large numbers of sealing vessels. the cost will be 
hi&. In other Newfoundland tisheries the cost of observers is covered by vesse1 owners. 
However. the Department of Fishenes and Oceans currently covers the costs of observers 
for the seal tïshery (Andrews 1999). If seal harvesting vrssci owmers rire willing to incur 
additional costs rrrnains to be sérn. Danny Bath. 3 seal harvcster in Twillingatr. 
'Iewfuundland. ridamantly opposes paying for observer coveragr ( Bath 1999): many. i f  
not. most sealers trtkr this position. Finally. if enforcement is going to be effective. the 
sealing industry m u t  cnsure thssr personne! have adequate training and authonty to 
perform thrir enforcement duties rtlectivcly. It is unlikely that thesc rrcommrndations 
wili be adopted without the support o h  Ieast the Department of Fishrtrirs and Oceans. 
[FA%' kr is  that the budget for enforcement o t' scciling regdations rnust be increasrd 
substÿntially. Adrquatr numbttrs o t'ent'orcement officers and support star must be 
estciblishrd. 'This is in responsr to the current lorv enforcement staff funher restrictd b!, 
insuttiçirntly low operating e'cprnditures. Inspeçtors should be testcd for their 
knowledyr O t' the Marine Xlarnmd Rrgulations. hl1 Iwrls of gowmment should be 
more üwart. of the probirrns çurrently prctsent in the scal hunt md resourcr management 
issues ( lFAW 1997). Population assessmrnts must continue to be open to independent 
sçicntitic revirws (Anon 1986) and presrntcd regularly at international scientitic 
conkrcncrs including the Joint ICES/NAFO Working Group on Harp and Hooded Srais 
mi Workshops on Harp Seal Fis h e k s  Interactions. The United Nation's Environment 
Program draft protocol for rvaluating culling proposüls should be used to rvaluatr any 
population controi proposais (Anon 1986). In exporting sral products. sprcial anention 
must be given to restncting the exportation of certain parts of the seal. including penises. 
The international trade in valuable wildlife products has already driven rlephants. rhinos. 
tigers. whales and some bear species to the bnnk of extinction. Canada should take 
decisive action to discourage the trade in animal parts by banning the sale of seal penises 
and testes (IFAW 1997). More aggressive animal rights activists encourage an 
importation ban on al1 seal parts including the rneat and oil. Animal rights activists. 
including IFAW, feel that recornmendation #41 of the Royal Commission on Seals and 
Sealing should be irnplrmentrd. which calls for "transferring responsibility for seais 
on the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans ta a section of the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans separate from those directly concerned with Fisheries. The 
responsibilities of this section should includo the protection of seals, 
management of any utilization and the interactions with fisheries" (Anon 1986). 
2.6 A n  Alternative View of the Animal Rights iMovement 
.An alternative perspective conceming animal rights groups represtints the vicws of a lar-e 
portion o t' those who do not oppose a seal hunt (Hencovici 1985). Herscovici çlaims that 
i t  is not mass stanation or the plight of the underprivilsgrd that upsrts socicty. but the 
rnmt crucial moral dilemma facing socittty today is the use ofunimals in sçientitic 
rrsearch. He hnher suggttsts that "animal rights groups have drdicatrd thernsclvrs to 
ecldicatinp suffering. W d I  tinanced and rftïcient. these organizations have \k~e.ûkrd a 
cood deal of havoc. whilr the gullible and sensation-serking media çonform to their 
b 
ideds" ( Herscovici 1985). 
The wti-srding movement. in Herscovici's opinion. has becomr a big business thût 
maniksts man? negative features including political infighting. media grandstanding. 
profiterring and manipulative advertking. The movement on behalf of animais has 
drsseminated considerable misinformation. Such adversarial stances have darnaged the 
credibility of the animal welfare and environmental movemcnts. Herscovici's strongest 
case concrms the impact of animal rights groups on Canada's native peoples and 
Newfoundlanders. those who have been hardest hit by the carnpaign against sealing and 
trapping. In spite of hurnane killing practices and a high abundance o f  seals. Herscovici 
daims that European bans on seal products is made "politicaily necessary" for animal 
rights goups. Herscovici perceives anti-sealing campaigns as syrnptomatic of the 
çonhsed thinkiny of thosr who set themsrlves up as spokespeople for nature. but who 
are. in facr. profoundly alirnated from i t  (Fox 1985). 
An analpsis of Herscovici's book. Second .Viifirrr The .-1 nirnui Riglits C'on~rovrr.sy. 
supports Fox's portrayal of Hcncovici's ideas on the animal rights rnovement. Hrrscovici 
points out the danger of one part of socicity interfering without comprrhension of the 
lifestyles and values of othrr parts of socictty. Primarily involveci with the study of 
.Aboriginal huntinp. he is tiustrated by rhe group's perception that Aboriginal hunting md 
trapping are no longer important occupations. Discussions with Aboriginal and 
non-native hunters and tnppers. ho wever. indicatc the opposi te. The idea thai .A horiginals 
wi l l  dttstroy their rrsources is not supported: this is cvidençed by their long history in 
hunting and trüpping without Jamnging animal populations. U'hilc: commercial hana t ing  
must bti carct'ully controllrd m d  monitorrd. there is a lsvrl at which man can utilize its 
natural resources rvithout ihreatening its future sustainability md suwival. Hrrscovici 
fe l s  that animal rights groups are more concrmed with thrir own future than those of the 
mimals that they da im to protect (Hrrscovici 1985). 
3.0 Resource Management Issues Facing the Newfoundland Seaiing Industry 
Resource management is critical to future progression of the Newfoundland sraling 
industry. May of the arguments set forth by both pro- and anti-sealing groups will 
eventually depend on resource management to assist in providing information to support 
their respective views. This chapter focuses on conservation principles. population 
dynamics. the çffects of predation. and ccosystem management in an uttrmpt to 
appreciatr the tiindamrntül principles that are relevant in managiny the seal rrsource. 
While science ünempts to remain ot arms length from their povrmment employrrs. to a 
large extent ihe New foundlünd x a l  tishcry still rttrnains a political issue. 
3.1 Resource Management Censiderations 
Man! çontlicring 1 iews rxist as to the prinsiples on which the s rd  population should 
bc maniigrd. Currrntly rrsource management is conductrd by the Frderal Depcinrnsnt of 
Fishrrîes m d  Oceans. uhile processing conccms are addressrd by the Provincial 
Depanment ut'  Fishrries and Aquaculture of Newfoundland. flowevrr. the provincial 
yowmrnent pliiys an active role in promoting the population control of seals in an mtempt 
to allow cod stocks to recover dur to their daims that seals consume high amounts of 
cud. Some participants in the 1986 Royal Commission on Sealing in Canada view srals 
primarily in sconomic tems. as a resource to be rnanagrd in order to maintain a high 
economic return eithcr from sale or direct consumption of seal products. Others believe 
that seal management should be more concemrd with consemation. and that political 
interference should be kept to a minimum. The choice and balance between these two 
objectives must be a political decision (Anon 1984). In the face of competing interest 
groups including animal nghts groups and seal harvesters. govemment finds itsclf in a 
ditEcult position when it cornes to a clear stand on several key issues. 
3.2 Management and Conservation Principles 
Many organizations and sprcial commissions have strrssed the importance of 
çonserc.ation principles as part of management policy. The World Conservation Strategy. 
an international body whosr mandate is to review fundamental resourcr management 
principlrs for various specics. recognizrs that sustainable utilimtion of sprcies is 
compatible with conservation. Howrver. utilization must be based on scitmtifiçülly 
justitird management plan (Anon 1986). Sçç Appendix 3.1 hr m sxiimplr. The World 
Conservation Srrategy identifies three explicit objectives for resource conservation: to 
maintain essential ecological processes and lil'e support systrms on w hich humün suni\iil 
and drvelopment deprnd: to prsservtr pnctic divsrsity: and to rnsure the sustainable 
utilirarion of sptxies and rcosystems. Likewise *ben considering seals as ü han-estable 
resourcr: and anallzing management approiiches tor their conservation. the K o y d  
Commission on Seals and Sealing viewed srals üs more than sources of mm.  &in iuid 
oil (Anon l98J). Prxtictts leading to the ovitrexploiiation of spctcies or the unnise ilsr of 
physical rrsources rrcrivr litt le sympathy from the international community (Clark 198 1 ). 
The International Council of Environmental Law fully endorsrs the principles set fonh in 
the World Conservation Strategy. to ensure that the ses1 harvest docs not cndanyrr the 
sustainrd viability of its species and does not impose significant distractions on the 
rcosystems (ICEL 1985). The World Wildlife Fund reçognizes that utilization of sèals is 
compatible with conservation only when the total allowable catch dors not endanger the 
herd. that waste is avoided, and that, if seals are killed. they are killed humanely 
(Hummel 1984). 
In a brief submitted to the Royal Commission on Sealing in Canada in 1986. the 
Cornmittee on Seals and Sealing (COSS) stated that the killing of seals must be humane. 
ecologically sound. and economically viable (Anon 1985). Even though COSS no longer 
exists. these principles have been widely adopted. The Department of Fisheries and 
Ocrans summarizes their own management objectives in the following brief statement: 
"seals are considered a natural renewable resource available to be humanely 
harvested within the lirnits of sound conservation principals, taking into account 
its role in the ecosystem, with the objective of gaining the maximum 
socio-economic benefits for Canadians in general, and those who depend 
directly upon it" (Anon 1995). 
The international community has continued to provide improvrd science and 
management policies. Several tbrums and work group discussions have atirniptrd io 
x h i w e  thrse objectives. including a Forum on East Cciast SeaI Maniigernent. The Joint 
International Commission for Exploration of the Seüs and North Fishcrirs 
Orgmuiiration Working Group (discussrd in section 3.3 ) and an Intrrnütional Conference 
and Eshibition for Seding in the Future. The Forum on Canadian East Coast Seals 
Management. held in St. John's. Newfoundlünd in 1995. looksd at various melins of 
cu pandi ng a çommrrciall y based seal harvest. Participants includrd reprcsentativcs of the 
seaiing industry. vanous Department of Fisheries personnel. tishrries scientists. seal 
procrssors. native groups. and animal rights groups. Key tïndings of the forum includrd 
the requirrmrnt for population sustainability. the establishment of an rcosystern 
;~pproxh.  üdequate monitoring p r o g m s .  increases in public awareness and acceptance 
of the seai harvest and developmrnt of processes utilizing the entire seal (Anon 19951. 
The Sealing in the Future International Conference and Exhibition held in 1997 in St. 
John's. Newfoundland was arranged by the Nonh Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission 
(NAMMCO). in cooperation with the huit  Circumpolar Conference. the Nordic Council 
of Ministers. the Nordic Atlantic Cooprration and the High Nonh Alliance hosted by the 
provincial government of Newfoundland. Its participants included the Canadian sealing 
industry and representatives fiom other sealing nations including Greenland. Russia 
Namibia Pem, Norway and Uruguay. Participants outlined the history, current status and 
tùture of their sealing industries. gave an ovcrview of problems encounrered. and how 
thry attempted to solve thrm. The con ference also involvrd the provincial md frderal 
tisheries departments and various oiher stakeholders. The mandate of the conference was 
to disçuss the statr of sraling industries in the participating countries. The principal focus 
was to review consenration management and rational utilization of seals and to explore 
the potential for enhanceci international cooperation on issues such ris tradtt. management 
luid intorrnation. The conference resultcd in the hrmulation of a multitude of suggestions 
as to how the rntire international sed harvest should be managed anci dewloped. 
Cunclusions ol' the various panels insluded the nred to overcomtt existing trade barriers 
for seal products. a requirtiment to promotr the szal tradct interests on a l ow l  1evt.l. the 
nerd to üssist in the developmznt of indigrnous peoples seal industries and nlso to 
continue sound management and conservation policics for the intematioiid sealing 
inciustry (..\non 1998). 
1.3 Seai Population Dynamics 
The Department of Fisheries and Oceans of Canada estimates that in 19% therr w r e  
approsimritely 6.000.000 srals off the cast Coast of Canada' of whiçh 4.800.000 wrre 
harp. 600.000 hooded and the remainder ringed. gray. harbor. and becirded seals (Andrews 
1999). The harp and hooded seals are migratory between the Arctic and ternpentr regions 
(Malouf 1986). While there has been no harp seal census sincr 1994. the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) plans to conduct an aerial survey in 1999. An additional 
concem for DFO scientists is the migration of harp and hooded seals bctween Canada 
and Greenland in this attempt to estimate the entire seal population. Srals in Greenland 
are part of the samr population as hunted by Newfoundland. This is a difficult task given 
the large geographical area and commercial activity canîed out by both nations. 
Greenland is taking in excess of 80,000 seals which is higher than DFO projections. This 
resource allocation problem continues ro be a problem for resource managers. The survey 
population models are based on parameters including pup production. reproductive rates. 
and catch at a p .  al1 usrd to estimate levels of abundance. Naturnl moriality is cvaluated 
on historic data or estimation (Anon 1995). 
The Joint International Commission for Exploration of the Sea i ICES) and the North 
;\tlantic Fishrrirs Organization (NAFO) Working Group on Harp and Hooded S d s  was 
hsld in Copenhügen. Denmark in 1997. These meetings rrvicwed and discussrd available 
information on catches and relevant scirntitic information on harp and hooded seals. 
Sornti of their tindings rwraled that in the cvaluütion o ï  tùture sral population lrtels. 
therr is çonçrm for the enisting replacement yields for both hürp md hood seals. rhct 
Cnnadiÿn commercial seal hunt incrrastid drarnatically in 1996 and 1997. In 10% the 
catch uas 242.362. and 261 .O43 in 1997 which is approximately four riinrs the citeragr 
raken over the last tttn )eus. There were no catch figures for G r e e n l d  betwen 1988 
cuid 1907. Rccaptures of tilgged animals have demonstratrd that harp scals from ail 
hrerding stocks do contribute to catches in Greenland. Combining the Canadian and 
Grernland rstirnated catches suggest thnt current catches are in the ordcr of 310.000. 
Basrd on earlier tïndings the participants stated that recent catches of harp seals in the 
Nonhwest Atlantic are near or at. the established replacement yields (Anon 1997). 
Catches of hood seals have been variable in t 996 and 1997. In 1996, a total of 35,754 
were taken: this is three times the allowable quota. The majority of these were bluebacks. 
This is the sarne year that sealers were charged with killing blueback hood seals in 
Newfoundland. a practice which is illegal (Anon 1997). In 1997. 7058 hood seals were 
taken. which is just under the 8000 animal quota. Taking into account Canadian and 
Grernland catches, the total catch of hoods is high (Anon 1997). In surnmary, the harp 
seal populations are being harvested near replacement yields. There are various groups 
that feel this poses a senous threat to the future sustainability of the harp seal resource in 
the absence of adequate enforcement policies. The adherence to scientific advice is 
cruciai if stocks are to be managrci cffectively. 
Whilr DFO is the only department that providrs population surveys. thcir estimates have 
bern questioned by seal harvesters throughout New-foundland. Thrse include Captain 
Momsscy Johnson. a renowned former Nrwfoundland sraling captain. who suggests ihat 
seal populations are much higher than the DFO projections and feels that current srd 
populations are much too high (Johnson 19%). Hrwesters opinions on the çurrent seal 
population are bascd on the high number of sightings whik at sea and the prrsrnce of 
ssds in areas whcirr traditionally thrtre werr none. Given this cxposure. ihrrr informcition 
sould be inçorporated into scientific fishrry rnodels. but currently this is ü diî'iicult task. 
These differençes in population estimates remain a matter of cont1ic.t betwrn secil 
hanesters and the Canadian go\ernmrnt as harvrstrrs continue to daim thiit srols crit 
high mounts of codfish which trüditionally providrd the greatest source of ikhing 
incomr. In addition. the Ncwfoundland Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture daims 
that seals consumed in excess of 12,000.000 tons of tish or shelltish in 1997 (Anon 
1997). This provincial stance has addrd to this contliçt. However. DFO attributes a 
portion of the increased seal population sightings to changes in migration patterns. 
Seal pregnancy rates have dropped significantly in recent years. Surveys indicated that 
90% of the mature fernales were pregnant in the early 1980s. while a 70% pregnancy rate 
was recorded in the rarly 1990s. Despite this decrease. the total number of binhs remains 
significantly hi& with respect to large seal populations in Canadian waters (Anon 1995). 
If seal population levels were low this would have a negative eRect on the tiiture 
sustainability of the resource. M i l e  no population grows forever, this situation may 
impact stocks in the short term. For this reason, the sealing industry and government must 
take tiiture seal populations into consideration. 
Uncertaintirs in any of the seal 
pup exploitation are accountrd 
production models of estimates of natural monality and 
for by confidence intervals. but not al1 possible sources of 
uncenainties are included; therefore. several tisheries scientists feel that thrse contydence 
intervals are underestimates of the total uncrrtainty. The projrcted yrowh of Canadian 
sral populations in the early 1990s was 5% per year. One of the estimations of the 
rcplacrmrnt yirld. which is ihe numbrr of seals that cm be harvestrd without çhanging 
the total population based on specitird assurnptions about the age of the future catch. is 
opproximatdy 287.000 seals (Anon 1995). 
3.4 The Effects o f  Predation on Cu-eristing Species 
rhrre has k e n  much controversy in Nrwhundland about the large seal population. its 
perceiwd undrrexploitatiun by sealers. and its cffrct on the rcosystrm. esprcially in 
relation to cod prdation. For example. in n speech Jirecrrd to the Canadian Frdtirütion of 
Lluniçipalitirs in 1997. the tlononblr Ministrr of Fishrrks and .~lquaculture h r  
Newfoundhnd and Labrador. John Et'ford stated. "the balance in the marine ecosystern 
may dso be ri threat to the seals themselves" (Anon 1998). The rernoval of selils to dlow 
cod stocks to increasr has been a controvrrsial topic among industry. yovcmment and 
animal rights groups. While industry and the provincial Department of Fisheries and 
.4quaculture support an increased hunt in ordrr to reduce the damaging effects of l a r g  
seal populations on sprcies includiny cod. turbot and salmon. animal rights groups are 
admantly opposed to such action. Roland Andrews of the Department of Fishenes and 
Ocrms has received many reports from fishennrn in Newfoundland claiming that seals 
are showing up in nontraditional areas. This is evidenced by increased catches of seals in 
gill nets and visual records when these fishemen go to sea (Andrews 1999). This maybe 
due to changes in prey distribution but Benedict Leonard. an inshore fishemen from 
Southern Harbor. Newfoundland. points out that " There has always been cod in Placentia 
Bay even during the moratorium. In the last couple of years the nurnber of seals we see 
continues ro increase. It must bct because they are running out of food in their old ferding 
grounds becausr there is not tinough food to ferd such a high number ofsrrils" (Leonarci 
1 999). While this information is not scienti tically supported. it has inspired many 
fishrrrnen to lobby for increased seal quotas or population control. However. changes in 
migration and distribution for harp seals is scientifically supponed hy DFO and littlr 
information is available on the reiationship betrvren seal population reduction and cod 
rccoveq. which is a controversial topic in NeMoundland today. Despite et fons to devise 
tkhery models to detennine the actual effects of predation by seals. ihey are difficult to 
develop and to date. no definitive modrls have bern successful. Relevant data tor oiher 
prrdotors of commercial fish specirs including çod are not available. I'hese include 
piscivorous whales. Greenland halibut. sculpins. skatc: and other passible predators. If 
their effects are ro bc. included. the simplest cissumption is that the mortality rates 
attributrd ro seals is sirnply additive (Xnon 1997). 
While fishrnes sçirntists agree that sçals affect mortality in spccies including cod thcy 
cannot bc certain that the cunent lrvel of çonsumption is affecting the rebuilding of the 
nonhrm cod stocks. This rnay be attributrd to the lack of sufficient data. While there me 
othrn thai may effect this issue in the future. including Dr. George Winters retaincd by 
the provincial Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture to assess the Newfoundland seai 
population and detemine the effect of the removal of 7.000.000 srals on the population 
( W inters 1999'). Opponents have rejected this opinion on the basis that tliere is 
insufficient data available to determine if a cul1 is a safe alternative and tèel there is 
insufficient scientifïc evidence to detennine what mount of seals should be culled 
without threatening their future sustainability. The effects of culling 2.000.000 seals on 
cod recovery certainly requires much more scientific research and discussion. In the 
absence of valid scientific evidence, the assignment of a specifk cul1 has high risk; it 
could place the stock in danger and reduce the future yield to harvesters (Anon 1986). 
The dsbate over the magnitude of this predatoriprey relationship will likely continue until 
an adequate scirntific rrview is carried out. 
3.5 Single Species and Ecosystem  management 
Current mmagement policy has been extrnsively considrred in relation to the numbsr of 
srüls that ma. exist in the prrsrncr of an annual harvest. In a fishery that concentrates on 
harvesting a single spccics. reasonably direct and simple relütionships can be prrdicted 
between the amount of tishing. ihr  abundance of stock. and the sustainable yield. W hile 
this approach Ibçuses dirttcily on the future of the single seal specirs it dors nui considrr 
the interactions of srds with other speçirs iit a specifiç population l r v t t l  (hnon 1986). 
Whiltt the single spctcirs management is currently being replacrd bu the new ccosytem 
approxh which çonsidrrs the interaction of al1 species. thertt is valuable inft~rmation in 
the hrmer approach. Hoiv i t  should br used involves rnuch debatr. In reality. the dynarnic 
nature of rçosystems make thern diffiçult to undrrstmd. howevrr. thrre is support for 
continued research initiatives. Seals do not live in isolation; managing this speçies using 
an ecosystrm approach tnkrs into nccount the seal's interactions with other sprcies in its 
ecosystem. An ecosystem consists of ail the constituent rlemrnts that affect it. including 
the srnls thrmselves. other marine mammals. the species or prey upon which the sçals 
feed upon. and tïnally the ctTect of hawesting on al1 species in the ecosystrm (Anon 
1986). 
The optimal management approach for managing al1 fishery species surrounding the 
Nrwfoundland coastline remains the subject of intense debatr. The views of the sealing 
industry. the provincial govemment. the Canadian Sealee Association. Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans and anti-sealing groups are considerably different. Ejewfoundland 
seal harvesten and the Department of  Fisheries and Aquaculture feel that the seal 
population should be controlled because of perceived intense predation on cod stocks. 
While both groups admit that overfishing was the main cause of the cod stocks decline 
and cnused a moratorium on commercial fishing of nonhem cod in 1992. the Depanment 
of Fisheries and Aquaculture currently feels that the seal population is hindering the 
recovery of the stocks in the absence of any significant commercial fishery. Pro-sealing 
groups argue that high sral population densities will occur in the absence of adequate sral 
harwsting quotas. Whils they are unablr to provide scienti tic rvidence to suppon their 
theory. at this rime the Nrwtoundland Department of Fishrrirs and Aquaculture kels that 
due to these high populations. seals will sufkr a higher incidence of disrase. rtrduced 
breeding success. and starvation due to lack of tbod. Ovtrr-population has othrr negaiive 
biologiçcil et'fscrs including distress to indh idual mimals. Some drnsity-dependent 
clianpes. such as Jrlay in the age of maturitp. may eirntuallq couse the seal population to 
deçrrase. Thest? pro- sraling groups ferl  that tiventuallp a cull will be necessa- in order 
to keep seal populations under control ( Anon 1997). 
The Canadian Sealers Association is not in hvor  of seal cull. Tina Fagan. the Executivr 
Director. explains that a cull c m  only be supported by markets that are willing to 
purchase al1 s d s  that will be killed. In the absence of an adrquatc demand for seal 
products. revenues will decrease significantly due to price reductions as a result of an 
over-supply . In addition. animal rights groups would increase pressure on rxisting x a l  
markets to stop irnporting seal products (Fagan 1998). The Department of Fisheries and 
Ocrans does not recommend a cull at this point due to uncertainties in the determination 
of the e ffects of a cull on the long-tenn sustainability of the seal stocks (Andrews 1 999). 
Anti-sealing groups, including IFAW. feel that the biological stability of future seal 
populations will be jeopardized if seal harvesting continues to increase. They do. 
however. agree with current seal population estirnates by DFO (IFA W 1997). 
in the asscssment of interactions between species including cod. seals. çrab. shrirnp. etc. 
an ecosystrm management approach considers the rtfects each spscies has on the shon- 
and long-term suwival  of the other specirs. Ecosystems are constantly changing and the 
e f k t s  of controliing one specics in an atternpt ro allow another species to increase in 
population size are difficult to predict. Given that the Newfoundland fishery is wonh 
more now than i t  was p i o r  to the 1993 cod moratorium. Tina Frigan points out that çrab 
and shrimp have been available in increasing abundance due to the absence of their main 
prrdator. cod. A srai cul1 would possibly reduce thrse lucrative shelltish stocks as a rcsult 
of wentual incrrased predation by cod (Fügm 1998). This howrver. is not the opinion O!' 
many Neufoundland tishrrmen ( Bath 1999). Funher rrsearch would be helpful to 
compare the economic value and lewl of rmpioqment o f  the entire Nttwfoundliind tishrin; 
prior to and following the 1992 cod moratorium. 
.A revirw of section 3.5 is intriguing when one considers that man is cittenipting to 
control the balance of nature as a rrsult of an anempt to idrntifv what specics should and 
should nut exist based on their economic value. Givtln the lack o f  solid scientitic 
information t'or the interactions between these species. it appears to involve considerable 
uncertainp. 
3.6 Political and Scientific Issues Surrounding the Commercial Seal Harvest 
Scientific information has been often misreprrsented. misused and abused in public 
discussions of controversial wildlife issues. of which Canada's seal hunt is perhaps a 
classic example (Lavigne et al. 1985). Lavigne. in his investigation into the controversy 
surrounding the Canadian sealing industry in the Royal Commission on Seals and the 
Seaiing in Canada, gives a clear representation of the tension-filled debate surrounding 
the seal industry. He notes on Wednesday, February 29, 1984. the Globe and Mail carried 
a front page story entitled, "Smash skulls of seals fimly, hunters are told." The last line 
of the article read: "Sral hunters will have to smash the skulls of baby seals thoroughly to 
makr sure they are not skimed alive. the Fcideral Cabinet has ruled" (Lavigne 1985). 
Ironically. the rules were made to minimize suffering to the animal and were usrful. 
These hradlines give a perception of cnielty when one imagines a "baby seal" being 
killed in this mannrr. It actually acivocates or encourages a quick drath to the seal. and 
thus minimizes pain and suffering. The majonty of thest: seals were killcd by rithcr clubs 
or hakipiks which man); qualifird observrrs consider humme. Despite its rtffrcrivrnrss. 
clubbing presenis a brutal image and has bèen a major tàctor in the arguments about the 
Canadian sral hunt (Xnon 1986). A cconrradiction of the nttwspüper article won Iolloued. 
On the s m t :  da!. the Globe and Mail cmied anothrr article w hiçh quoted Kirk Smith. 
Executive Director of the Canadian Sealers Association and the Hon. Pierre De Banc the 
Frderril Xlinistrr of Fishrries. to the effect that no whitrçoat seal pups w r r  killed in 1983 
and nonr would be taken in 1984 (Lavigne 1985). It was not until 1987 that the killing of 
uhitecoats wüs prohibited. Thrrrt werr açtually 50.058 harp srals less than 1 yeür old 
taken in 1983 and 23.840 in 1984 (Anon 1997). Such inconsistçncies occur tirquently in 
t ht. media today. 
The current provincial Minister of Fisheries states that present sealing regulations and 
professionalization schemrs minimize inhumane sealing pnctices and that the seal 
populations are too high and therefore. hinder the growih of cod stocks (Anon 1997). At 
the same time. IFAW clairns that the seal hunt is being rxecuted in a cruel manner 
causing sevrre sufiring to seals and jeopardizing thrir hture existence (IFAW 1997). 
The extent to which concem about the perceived impacts of seals on commercial tisheries 
or the extent to which the government of Canada will create the impression that seals are 
devastating the commercial fishenes has bern and continues to be a major political issue 
for both pro- and anti- sealing groups. The Newfoundland sealing industry continues to 
lobby the federai Minister of Fishenes and Oceans to increase annual quotas when seal 
markets are strong, while anti-sral ing groups pressure the department to either stop or 
reduce the mnual Atlantic seal harvest. In the absence of suftkient scientific data, the 
Canadian governent is unable to çlsarly identify the effect of sçal populations on the 
predation and stock recovery of commercial species. Humane killing and the responsible 
harvest of seals rrrnains perhaps the greatest c hallenye k i n g  the Canadian govemment. 
Sincr the mid-to lare- 1970s. pro-seahg interest groups. including the governmrnt of 
Canada. the govemment of Nrwïoundland and Labrador. members of parliament. the 
Canadian departmtints of Fishrries ünd Ocrans. Extemal Affairs. the Canadian Sealers 
.Association. Fisheriss Counc i l  of' Canada ÿnd interestrd indiç iduals. have iittrrnptd to 
countrract what they srte as an srnotional and misinhrmed anti-sealiny cümpüign. Despite 
suçh efforts. Canada's credi bili t y  abroad has suffrrrd as a result of this çmpaign to 
promotci the seal hunt (Lavigne 1985). ToJay the sral fiunt controversy involves a 
polarized dtrbatr betwren those opposed to the hunt including the IFAW. those in fnvour 
of a sustained hunt. and those who see senling as a way to drcrease sral populations. It i s  
ri cornplex and rmotional issue which is continually clouded by distonions of fact. which 
inçlude the future sustainability of seal populations. the humanness of the harvcst. the 
behavior of sralers. and the value of the Newfoundland seal fishery. This distortion is 
rvidenced in section 1.2. which considers the economic value of the harvest. Much of the 
confusion might disappear. howevrr. if al1 sides in the debate endeavored to present the 
facts accurately and to focus the debate on the real issue. The crucial question today is 
whether continuation of the annual seal hunt is in Canada's best interests. either rit home 
or abroad. Ultimately this question will be resolved by a political decision based partly 
on economic and social considerations; it is a decision heavily influenced by public 
opinion (Lavigne 1982). 
The Canadian govemment's policy on sealing is consistent with its policies on the 
management of other fishery resources. Séals are considered a natural resource availablr 
to be harvested in a humane fashion. The harvesting of this resource is permitted only 
within the limits of sound conservation pinciples. taking into account their role in ihe 
scosystem. The govemment's objective is to gain the mui rnurn  socio-rconomic bzneiïts 
t'or Canadians in genrral and for thosr who depend directly on the resource in pcuîicular 
(Anon 1997). Seals have tormed an important part of the harvestrd resources o i  the sea. 
and helpcd form the basis to the yerir-round settlement of many rural communitirs. Whilct 
the srals are valurd as a commercial commodity. important to the rtconomic gromih and 
sun-ival of a region. it is difticult to make the dtiath of any living crriiturrt visually or 
ür.stht.tically cippding.  Giwn that an animal is to br: killttci. the prime objectiw of 
responsible humant: orgiinizations and povemment regdatory bodies which control the 
industry is to cnsure thüt the method of killing is humant: and effective. humane dearh. 
uhr the r  for the seal or other creatures used by soçirty. is defined as one which hrings a 
rapid. efficient death to the animal with the absence or absolute minimum of physicai 
pain or psychological stress (Anon 1997). 
4.0 Conclusion 
The seal industry has been and remains an important part of Newfoundland's culture and 
economy. Despite tragedies. including the loss of men who gave their lives to the fishery 
and the reduction of the hunt due to animal rights protests. i t  has survived and even has 
been revitalized. Advocates and defenders of the seal harvest argue that scaling is an 
intrinsic part of Newfoundland's way of life and heritage. It is necessary to its economy 
md social and cultural continuity. The seal fishery carved out a distinctive identity that 
exists today in rural Newfoundland outpons. Despite modem advances in technology. the 
seal tishery continues to be labor intensive. However. there is no shonage of men willing 
to engage in the annual harvest. Native peoples continue to participate in the subsistence 
seal harvest and develop commercial hanests in areas including Labrador. Greenland. 
and the Northwest Trrri tories (Nunavut). As these native regions continue to become part 
of the industrial ired world. rhc requirement to exploit their natural resources for 
economic gain increases. Governments attempt to reduce their subsidization of these 
areas by encouraging economic development and growth. The animal rights movement 
has historically been sympathetic to their subsistence seal harvests. however. commcrcial 
development may be subject to criticism and protest. The continuation of a once strong 
industry is now in the hands of non-participants. who to a large extent adamantly oppose 
it. 
At the same time that we speak of the danger of losing a traditional way of life. i t  is 
important to understand the present source of this threat to the seal fishery. Animal rights 
activists have played a leading role in the preservation of some animal populations and 
their humane treatment. One might question their motives. beliefs. and values. but they 
have been effective. Animal rights groups are powered by international support 
including funding, market bans, and media attention. It is not Brian Davies or Paul 
Watson. for example, who are the cause of seal protests. but the interests of those who 
fund the movement to stop the seal hunt. Nrwtoundland pro-sealing yroups focus much 
attention on these anti-srding represrntatives through media releases instead of directing 
more effort to address the international concrrns about the hunt ( Fagan 1998 ). The past 
history of human destruction of various species provides a compelliny reason to 
understand what motivates protest movemrnts supporters. Whilr native 
'Icwfoundlanders feel that the seal tishery is justifiable given that the resourcr is 
sustainable. and economically important. this is not necessarily the message heard by 
thosr outside Ncwîoundland. Ironically. the Department of Fishrries and ;\quacul ture. the 
Depanment of Fisheries m d  Oceans. and the lntrmational Fund Ior Animal W d h e  
differ in their estimation of the economic value of the Newfoundland seal h m ~ s t .  I'his 
will serve as a continuing point of contention until a11 sidrs adopt cornmon m a s u r e s  of 
rçonornic value. The Newfoundland sealing industry through the Canadian Sealers 
.\ssoçiation continues to train al1 hanesten so that the M i n g  of al1 srcils is effective and 
regdations are strictly adherrd to. El'forts to profrssionalize wal ttarvrstctrs continue on a 
regular basis (Fagan 1998). 
While miscornmunication and false infornation may explain sornr of the 
misunderstandings that h3s plagued the relationship between anti- and pro-sealing 
movements. they are not totally to blame. Newfoundland sralers have broken regulations 
which arc: inexcusable to both Newfoundland people and the international cornmunity. 
Although only a few harvesters have braken sealing regulations. they have provided 
enough ammunition to anti-sealing groups to block opportunities for the sealing industry 
to expand its market base. Most media attention highlights infTequent infiactions nther 
than providing accurate overall pictures. The majority of professional seal harvesters are 
dedicatrd to eaming a decent living from the fishery and are willing to abide by its rules 
and regulations. 
In recent years the seal industry has uidergone many changes including steps toward 
resourcr sustainability, humane killing pncticrs. and the full utilization of ssal 
components. Thrse changes have been influrnced by the International Fund for Animal 
Welfare. Greenpeace and other animal rights groups. Resource sustainability has bern rit 
the forefront due to daims by anti-sealing groups that the seal population will drcline if 
seal quotas are increased. In addition. they do not fer1 that scals are beiny hmrs t rd  in a 
humant: manner. but claim that the animals endure excessive pain and sutfering. The 
sraling industry clairns that it  has anempted to handle these concerns in (i professional 
and appropriate mannrr. Resourct: management now includes drcisions that pro\ ide 
;innual total rillowabls catches to rnsure the long-ten sustainabil ity of the sral resource. 
Houever. the Greenland seal hilrvrst. uhich kills in rxcrss of60.000 seals per ) e u  
 bith ho ut a set quota. ciluses problems for Canadian managemeni rspctcially sinsr the- 
hancst seds from ihr same population as Atlantic Canada. If the seal hwes t  is to br 
siistainable. coopention from both countries is essential to manage the sed stocks ils onc 
main popdation. and in the procrss. iniiiate a joint etfort in marketing their secil products. 
This management policy is designrd to balance recruitment and mortality. The annual 
replacement yield allows the seal population to remain the samr in proportion io the 
number of seals killed rach Yeu.  Mmy members of the Newfoundland tïshery clairn that 
the seal population is too high and the effects of predation by seals result in low cod stock 
recovery. Thry also believe that the average of 290.000 anirnals taken each year is 
insufficient to control the seal population. It is also important to take into consideration 
other large seal hunts including Greenland and the Northwest Territories in any attempt to 
realize the impact of increasiny total allowable catches for seals in Canada. Despite this. 
animal rights groups insist that the seal population will decline if increased harvesting 
continues. In addition io these conflicting views, fisheries science does not have curent 
iiccess to adequate financial support to provide the data to more accurately assess seal 
popuiations and their interactions which would cnable them to cl&% issues on bcth sides 
of the argument. 
5.0 Recomnendations 
The Newfoundland sealing industry must continue to professionalize. This will require 
rducational prograrns on hurnans killing practices. resource conservation issues. and 
information on the idras and opinions of thosr who oppose the seal harvrst. In 
çonjunction with this. the industry's ongoing international campaign will have to continue 
to distribute inî'ormation regarding the sçal hunt. claritjhg misconceptions m d  
addressing the concrms of the international community. rhese concrms includr the 
cnielty issue. seal population sustainability. and the impact of a closure of the hanest on 
ihr Ntrwfoundland people. This effort will assist in opening püst seal produci markets and 
;içcrss new ones. At this point hl1 utilization of the seal is required in order tc, establish 
the industry as being efficient. 
.-\nimal rights groups must work more çlosely with those who activeiy participate in the 
sral lishrry. In attempts to Jecrcasr pain and sutTering to the mimül. mti-sraling groups 
must be willing to dlow çurrent professionalizotion prograrns provided by the Canadian 
Sralers Association to have an opportunity to work effectively. Progress redizrd in thesr: 
initiatives must be brought to the attention of the international community by both pro- 
and anti-sealing g~oups.  This will allow the development of a new relationship bcrtween 
both parties and at the sarne time regain the confidence and support of the international 
community. In order for hitue progress io be realizrd. it is critical to communicate with 
those who depend on the seal resource. 
Fisheries science must be intensified in the seal fishery. Increased iùnding is necessary to 
suppon higher numben of fisheries scientists dedicated to the study and analyses of scal 
resource conservation including population sustainability. effects of harvesting on seal 
stocks. and impacts of high seal populations on CO-existing species. Current focus on 
ecosystem management where al1 species are considered in their relationship to one 
another should be continued. Governen t  and industry must be willing to fund thesr 
initiatives. Individual seal quotas for harvesters should be implernented in order to avoid 
quota o w r  mns. 
The Newtbundland sealing industry. animal rights groups. and fisheries science must be 
willing to cooperate. share information. and dcvelop the sealing industry in boih a 
sustainable and humane marner. The success of this cooperation will to a large rxtent 
determine the tùrure of the ssaling industry. 
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INFORMATION PACKAGE 
FOR 
HOLDBRS OF SEAL 
FHHING UCENCES 
Policics, Actr, Rcgulatioru, Ordcra and othcr Fedenl Statutes are mme of the instnirnentr 
used by the Deputment of Fisherier and Octans in urrying oui ib wide mandatc of fisherier 
management ud rcrurch in Cozrlal and Inland waters. 
The real f irhuy is controllcd through the Marine Mammd Reguladons and the Fishcry 
Gencnl Regulations which arc made under the authority OC the Fiiherier Act. The Fishcrler 
Act, which ha8 bœn in existence rince 1867, d d s  principaîly wilh the protadon of che 
îïsherler In C i d a  rnd CaMdfarr Pirhedcs warerr. It covers such iub]efu u powerr of the 
rupomible Miniriu; du l la  anci pawcrr of Firhery Officers Md Ouardiiuu; authotity to rmkc 
regultions; liccadng of Ashcmtn ud varels; juddicdoa of courts as well u judicial 
considention iuch u foddtura, finu, a p p î r  anâ rtatutc of Limitations. 
It ahould ba notai thaf under Secdon 78, which ia the penalty section in îhe Firhefica Act for 
gcnecai firhlng f i n a ,  theru ii provision for r muimum fine of $100,000 on uimmary 
conviction and 1500,000 on indictmeni. ûptionr for second Pnd subsequent offence, include 
fi= W o r  imprimamcnt of up to ont y u r  oa rummvy anviction a d  up to two yean oo 
indictmcnt. In addition ta uiy  fine or j J I  tum mat may be imposai by the court whefe 
pumn ir convictcd of an offencc undu the Act, Section î2 du, provida for the focfciture of 
uiything s e i d  or the procetds from disposition of anyWng reized under the Act by m u n r  
of or in relation tn which the off- was corndtted, 
l 
With respect io obstwfion of 8 Fisfiery Officcr, the standard maximum penaitia of 
$100,000 on rummuy conviction anâ 5500,000 on indictment apply. 
The following arc the applicable sections h m  the Marine Mammai Rcgulationr which are 
u d  by the Deputment of Fishcriu ond Ocunr to govern the seal fishcry. 
REGULATIONS GOVERNING l l l E  SEAL FlSfiERY 
(MARINE MAMMAL LLEGULATIONS) 
*Fishm - tncluda: (8) psr(c of fi&, 
@) rhcllfish, cnistrcunr, muine m a m d ,  and uiy puU 
of ihcllfish, cnistacam or marine mmmaii, Md 
(c) the egjgs, apem, ipawa, Iurvae, s p t  MCI juvenile 
atagu of fi&, rhellfish. cnistacunr ud muine 
mamrnair. 
'Fiiihing' I means f i l ing  for, atching or attempling b utcb fi& by u i y  rnclhod. 
'Suling h a 8 -  mesor r saling uca u illustrated and cnumeraled in the aitachcd 
Sctiadulc m. 
mWkcoat8 - means a hup u?l that hu not begun to moult itr white mat.  
RcnuUiom: 
Geatrrl 
No perron h i 1  fish fsc marine mamrmls ucept under the authority of a licence. 
NO penon r h l  dirturb marins rnammnl exçept whca fiJihg for marine mamrmls 
under rhc auchadty of ihre Regulallonr (Marine Mamrml RegulPdoor). 
No purna who killr ot m>undr r marine mund shdl 
* fail to mrle i ~ u o n a b l e  cfforf to retritvo it wirbout delry, or 
O abanâon or disard it. 
No peiion, och« Ibn the holder of i licence to fi& for &no m ~ i m J s  for 
exprimenul, dentific, educrtionol or public dispiay purposa iuucd undcr the 
Firhery (Oencd) Regul.tionr. Ml 
- move i livc muim munmai h m  the Immadiatc vlddty in wbicb it ii fou&. 
or 
- h g  or nu& or lntmpt to tag or mark, i Uve marine mnmmai in any muincr. 
a 
- r rwnd chab mada o f  birdwood that meuures n# ka ihrn 60 cm (23.6') ud nec 
more ih.a 1 m (3.28 R) in lem@ ud bat for rt la>t hl f  of lu lenath, kginning i t  
one end, m a i u r u  oot Iw ihrn 5 cm (1.96') and aot more ihui 7.6 cm (3.0') ln 
dimctu;  
a 
- in  Uniment  h o w u  u r hakrplic, onsiiting of r mctd f m l e  chat weigha nt 
leut 340 g (12 ou-) with rlighcly bent spikc not more chin 14 cm (5.5') in 
lcngîh on oiis ride of UK fcmile and r blunt projection not more than 1.3 cm (.Se) in 
lengtla on the opposite lide of the femle and thai is oitiuhed to r wooden handle Uut 
meYurcr not lerr than 105 cm (41.3') and no1 more h m  153 cm (60.2") in lcngth 
ud not lm ihpn 3 cm (1.18') anci mi more than 5.1 cm (2.0') In diorneter. 
a rüle and bulleîs that ut not hl! meral-jacketcd hat producc a muule velodty of 
Icsi chan 1800 fect per vcond and a rnuule cnergy of noi leu rhYi 1100 f ~ t  
poundr, or 
NO puson Wl commence to skin or bled r ml until it L dead. A ral i s  d u d  
when i t  hu r glirryzyed, f iwng 8 p p a M c e  and u h i b i ~  M b l i d n g  reflex whcn lu 
eyc Ir u>uchcd whilc i t  ir Ln a relucd condition. 
No pcnon W A I  for d u i t  harp or M e d  d r  in whclping or b d i n g  p t c h a .  
Sœ attachai Schedute IV. 
Sœ ritached Schedule III. 
Undu Seclion 5 of the Marine Marnmiû Rcgulationr, it ~ i a t u  that m perron chil1 fi4 for 
marine mammals cxccpt under the auihofity of a licence issued under these Rcgulationr. At 
wefl, evcry holda of a licence must produce it for examination by a Firhcry Officer when 
requukd (0 do m. 
For the purpose of the Scai Ucencing Policy for Eastern Canada, 'bunting for' ha8 the same 
muning u 'fidng for' pi uscd in the Marine Mammai Reguladom uid ' d n 8 '  m u n a  rhe 
hunt iq  (fàrhing) for, killina ud iWnning of  s a i s ,  the huidling uid tramportin8 of raw KÎ1 
pcltr, mut, carcuses from the place where they are killed to the land ud the transporthg of 
persona engagcd in d i n g  to and from the killing uu anâ Involvu rwching for r u l r  hom 
hcllcopten and o<hu aircnft. 
While h e  fces for vzling licences arc w out under Section 4 of the Marine Mmmal 
Regulationr, ihc licenchg conditions that can be appüed are covcred under Section 22 of the 
Fishery Ocncrai Regulatioru which rcadr as follows: 
For the propr mursgcmcnt and controt of fisherier uid the conservation ind 
protection of fi&, Ihe Minirter mry ~pecify in r licence any condition Uirt ir 
n t  inconriatent wirh these Regulatioru or any of the Rcgulationr liWd in 
Subrcction 3(4) and in particulu, but no< ruuicting, the genurlity of the 
forcnoiiy, my spcify conditiom capacting any of the foiiowing maüm: 
(a) Ihe spcciu of fi& and quantitiu Uiereof Lhot are pemitted ta be taha; 
(b) the age, su, stage of development or dze of fish bat are p d t l c d  (o be 
taken or LfPinsprteû, ud 
(c) the w a t m  in whlch fishing is pmitted to be d e d  out, etc. 
Conditions, iuch u these, have b e n  laid out in your Seding Licence as down in Uic 
attachcd Schedulc II. As con bc reen, the type ud number of d a  pumiiccd IO k taken h a  
h o  tegulaicd, u wcll u the waters in which fishing (hundng) for d a  ir pennlttcd. 0th~ 
'condidon, iIro apply ud licences rbould k cheekcû cloxly to cnaure ch< you ue fully 
familiu with Uiun w, that tbere ue no nirpriw. 
?ha rqulllonr explicitly &ta tbat m one a n  go d r i g  w i W t  i licence ud nuh llcenccr 
u e  uibject ta UK speclfied ~0adithu. Therefore, rnyone fou J to k in rhe aitution of 
d i n 8  or uil huniing while k i n ~  r m c m k  of i hunting p ~ t y  or on boud i d i n a  v d  
without i licence or not cornplylng with r licence condition, ir in violation of the 
wlll k iubjcct to enforcement action. 
Int rodudloa 
'Ihe Canadian government's policy on seals and ruling 1s consistent with iu policia on the 
management of other fishery resources. Seals arc considered r natural rcIource available to 
be humanely huvcsted like many other spies .  The harvesting of this resource ir permitted 
only within the limiu of sound coruervation priaciples, U n g  into rmunt their role in the 
ccoryrtcm. The ~overnment'r objective ir to #.in the maximum locio-eammic benefits for 
Canadian, in gcned m d  thorr, who depend directly on the r u o w  in particular. 
Scaling on CmadaBr Atlantic coat began before tho arrival of the first European explorers. 
J a q u u  Cuclu found Labrador Indiana taking seals in the Stn l t  of Belle lac in 1S34. By 
the end of the 16th century, Basque, Norman anad Breton fi~hermen nude r n n d  cxpcditionr 
to tho MgWm Islands in the Oulf of St. bwrcnce, whue d s  formed m imponant pul 
of their catcher. 
Sin- that time, wherever rafr have ocuned on the rug@ coutr of Newfoundland md in 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, they have formed an important put of he hamuted rcsource~ of 
the sea, fundamental to the year-round settlement of some arm. 
Conam about (he conditions under which add, rvian'and aquatic life ir treami a d  
harvuted for auch basic needs of man u food, clothing, recreation and, in mme iris-, 
his l i v e l i h d ,  ia f a  from being a late 20th century phenomenon. It hor existed for years 
ud the firat iintcmabnal treaty dealing with ruling, in fact, dam back to 191 1. 
H a r v d n g  of meals off the wast of Newfoundland and Lobndor is no exception. Although 
only one of several ueas in the Nonh Adantic where ruling is clrricd on, iu pmrirnity to 
the Nonh A m d m  mainland hm made it r relatively easy ut. lo patrol ud tuprviw. 
The death of my living creature anmt be made visually or aertheddly appealing. 'This 
fact hu kcn exploited by group3 with r vutcd interest in creating coauovusy md mupathy 
about the seal hunt. 
O h  that an animal 1s to be killed, the prime objective of rerponrible humur organizationr 
ud government tegulatocy Mica which control the opemion, i8 to enrum (ha! the method 
of killing ia humane .nd effective. A humw death, whether for the seal or the othu 
domatic ud wild animal8 which our vr ie ty  uur, is  defined u one which brings r rapid, 
efficient d a t h  to the rnirml with the absence or absolute minimum of physical pain or 
psycholqlcal dlunrr. 
S d i n g ,  u r le~itimrte industry, should be conducted in r professional mrnacr u in ocher 
firheria. That is why the humane killing of d a  i s  r priority consideration of the 
Government of Canada r d  strict regulationr have been uublishcd to ensure that d r  are 
h u v e s t d  with r minimum of suffering. 
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iMANA GEMEiVT PLAN 
1998 ATLANTICSEAL HARVEST 
1. BACKGROUND 
T'ne piesent Atlantic Coast commercial seal h m e s t  took shape in the laie 1990s after the coilspse 
oi lhe  large vesse1 hunt for whitecoat pelts and the repon of the Royal Commission on Serils anil 
l n  The sealine policy announced by rhe Mnister of Fishenes and Oceans 3t the end of  the 
I O S 7  lncluded prohibitions on: 
the use of vessels over 65 feet long; 
the commercial harvest of whitecoats (harp seals that have not begun to moult. 
which occurs at about 1 O to 14 days of age): and 
the commercial hanlest of bluebacks (hooded seals that hase not begun to 
moult. which occurs at about 14 months of s e )  
The commercial haneest is now typically camed out bu fishers using longliners or smail boats 
and. where the ice is solid and seals are close to shore. on foot or using snowmobiles. 
The commercial seal harvest provides important additional income and food to residents of srnall 
coastal comrnunities where there have been fishenes closures and ernployment opportuniries are 
Iimited. 
Cùmrncncing in 1995. a policy c lianec sllowed residcnts ad!acent to sealin- areas throushoui 
'wnfoundland and Qurbec to haneest up ro six ssals for their own use. The .Aboriginal pcoplcs 
mi non-Abon-inal coastal residents who reside nonh of 53' latitude crin continue IO hanesi 
seais for subsistence purposes withoui a licence. 
II. OVERVIEWOFTHEATLANTZCSEALHARP7EST 
Species Harvested 
In .Atlantic Canada. harp and hooded seals are haneçted c~ni~riercially. -4 number of g e y  seals 
are also taken for commercial purposes under special licences issued for that purpose. This 
practice was extended to nnged seals in Labrador in 1997 and will continue in 1998. .4part from 
the commercial harvest. some harp, hooded. g e y .  tineed. harbour and bearded seais are taken in 
subsistence hawests in Labrador and the Canadian Arctic. Funher details on recent landings are 
set out in .4nnex 3.  
Participants 
Over the last five to ten years. there have bern about 9.000 licensed commercial sealers. In 1 9 Y .  
there were 9.285 commercial sealing licences issued. The majority (7.701) were issued io 
residents of coastal cornmuniries in Newfoundland. Residents of the Magdalen Islands (93 1 ). the 
Quebec Nonh Shore (569) and Cape Breton (83) accounted for the remainder. Alrnost al1 
commercial seaiers engage in fishing for other species or have economic ties to the fishine 
industry. Groundfish fishery closures have increased the relative importance of sealing as a 
source of livelihood. 
A s  noted earlier. residents of Labrador nonh of 53 V o n h  latitude ma? harvest seals for 
subsistence purposes. 
Sincc 19%. personal use sealing licences have been issued to residents adjacent to sertling areas 
in Newfoundland and Labrador (south of 53 O Nonh latitude). the Quebec Nonh Shore. Gaspé 
and the Magdalen Islands. These are areas hard-hit by the groundfish fishery closures. This 
licence allows the holder to take up to six seals for persona1 consumption. There were 1.292 
personal use licences issued in 1997. 
Location of the Hanvst 
Ut hourh - the movement of ice tloes and ice conditions atien determines the deeree o i  etfon in 
an- iven  area. the vast majonty of the seai harvest occurs on the "Front" ot f  the nonh and east 
soasts of hewtoundland In lY97. over 75 "*O of the commercial hariest and al1 of the personal 
use harvest took place in this area A s  a result of poor ice conditions. onlv 12 O O of the 
commercial harvest occuned in the Gulf of St Lawrence off the West coast of \eu;tbundland 
The hanest off the Mardalen Islands accounted for about 9 '/O of the commercial hanest and 
small numbers of seals were harvested alonr the Quebec Nonh Shore. oW the coast and in the 
Lake Melville area of Labrador and oKCape Breton 
Tirneframe of the Hawest 
The season for the largely commercial harvest of harp and hooded seals is from November i 5 to 
\ l a>  1 5  as established in the Manne Marnmal Regulations. although this season c m  be altered 
by vanation order to deal with circumstances that rnay anse. 
Although the commercial sealing season starts on November 15, sealing has not tradirionally 
stxtrd on the  Sewfaundland Front untii iate Febniary in most years. Dependine on ice 
conditions and the presence of hamestable seais. sealing begins in eamrst about the second week 
in Jlarch off the Magdalen Islands and about the second week in Apnl off Newfoundland. The 
timing of hanest activities in the Gulf of St. Lawrence depends largely on the movrment of ice 
floes on which seals are located. The peak commercial harvest in this area is in Varch. alttiou~h 
sealing does occur along the Quebec Nonh Shore in January and February. Tradirionally. 
commercial sealers also harvest a few hundred grey seals in an area off the Maedalen Islands 
dunng January and February. In 1997. only 7 2  grey seals were taken. 
In 199-. ice conditions were good off nonheast Sewfoundland. but were extrernely poor off the 
nonhwest Coast and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Sealers on the Magdalen Islands had early 
success. howe\.er. as seals came within three miles of shore. In fact. they had to delay thrir 
han.estin3 by about a week to ensure that seals were developed sufiiciently to allow han-estin-. 
.A season from A p d  25 to November 30 is also established in the Regulations for the subsisrencc 
hansesr of ringed seals in Labrador and 3 March 1 to December 3 1 season exists for the hanes t  
of grey seals. although the grey seal harvest is usually constrained by conditions set out in the 
relmvely few licences given for rhis activity. In 1997. the personal use sealin2 season was 
est3blished as a condition of licence to coincide with commercial hanestmg activity 
Harp Seals 
The nature of the present Atlantic Coast commercial harp seal harcest took shape in the lare 
19SOs after the collapse of the historic European markets for whitecoat and blueback pelts. As 
noted in the g a p h  below. the hanlest levels for harp seals pnor to this collapse were much 
Iiigher, except dunng World War II. 
Figure 2 - Historical Harp Seal Harvest 
Following the market collapse. the harp seal harvest did not approach the Total .Allowablr C 
(TAC) of 156.000. which was in effect fiom 1982 to 1995. In this penod (see figure 3 ). the 
hanest raneed frorn a low of about 20.000 in 1985 to 3 high of aboui 94.000 in 1988. Marke 
constraints (and ice conditions) were the biggest reason for fhcse relatively l o u  harvest lewls. i n  
1996. following new scientific advice. the TAC was increased to 750.000 and it \vas raised again 
to 3 , 0 0 0  in 1997 to meet s growing market dernand witliin the replacement yield of 2S7.000. 
The replacement yield is the number of seals that can be taken in a given year while allownp a 
herd to maintain its population. 
Figure 3 - Recent Harp Seal Harvest 
.As a resuli of irnproved market demand in 1997. 264.201 harp seals were landed. including 62-1 
taken undn the authonty of persona1 use licences. Whilr the hariests in 1996 (241.262) and 
1997 were far above the average harvest in recent years (Le., about 5 1.000 per year in the penod 
from 1953-95). advice from the Joint International Councii for the Exploration of the S e a  
Sonhwrs t  Atlantic Fishenes Organization (ICESINAFO) Working Group on Harp and Hooded 
Seals t Septernber 1997) noted that recent Canadian and Greenland catches of harp seals are n e x  
or at the replacement yield level for the Nonhwest Atlantic stock. 
Figure 4 - Harp Seals 1997 Season: Harvest 
Total Allowable 
Total harp seat harvest of 
264,204 from 275,000 TAC Catch: 275,000 
Commercial harvest of 
263,580 harp seals Commercial 
Personal use harvest of 
624 harp seals 
9,285 commercial 8 
1,292 personal use 
licences 
Use 10,796 
Not Harvested 
Hooded Seals 
Hooded seals nomally comprise only a minor pan of the commercial and personal use hanvests. 
The TAC for hooded seals in recent yecirs has been 8.000. which is well below the replacement 
\,isld. estimated at benveen 21.000 and 34.000. depending on the age of the animals that would 
he hamested. In 1997. eood conditions off northeast Newfoundland enabled sealers to take 
-.OSS hooded seals. There was no repeat of the situation in 1996. where a large - number of vounc -
iioodsd i blueback ) seals (22.5001 were hanested and over 100 charges were laid. 
1 
I 
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F i g u r e  5 - H o o d e d  S e a l  H a r v e s t  ( 1 9 7 1 - 9 7 )  
Grq* Senls 
Onl!. srna11 numbers of grey seals are hamested each year and a TAC has not been established. 
although rhere is a fasrly reliable population estimate (see Stock Status). Sealin3 is lirnited to 3 
snirill tradirional commercial hanest  in an area off the >lagdalen Islands and to commrrc i~ l  
iicin.rsrs of small numbers of srel. seals in othrr Atlantic areas. escept Sable Island (where no 
conimcrcinl hamestins is permitted). In 1997. there were only 7 1  grey seals hanrestrd. al1 in die 
Ilagdalen Islands. There were 1 32 grey seais landed the preiious year. The last time an', 
signiiicant numbers of grey seals were taken w ~ s  pnor to 19S-1. under a bounty program 
i I LI'()-53 i and a culling program i 1967-83). The first proZram resulted in an werngr take ot' 
ahoiii -3 seals per year and the 13tier rernovrd ab0l.i ! .O00 animais per year Froni the gre! j ~ 3 1  
population. 
Rirrged Seals 
[n 1997. 1,659 nnzrd seals were tsken in the subsistence hanesr  in .Atlantic Canada. l o s i  or' 
these were taken in the Lake b l e l d l e  area of Labrador. This 1s more than the 1996 hanest  of 
670. Ringed seals are also taken for subsisrence purposes in Arctic Canada. 
Otiier Seals 
Small numbers of harbour and bearded seals are raken rach year in the subsistence hanest in 
northem Atlantic areas. In 1997. there were IZ1 bearded seals Ianded, but no harbour seds  w r e  
taken. This compares to 1996. when there were 5 S  harbour and 45 bearded srals landrd. 
Total Laridings 
.Ilore detailed information on seal landings in recent yecirs is found in r\nnex 3 
III. *~lARKETOUTLOOK 
Sral Pelts (fur and leather) 
The markets for pelts uere good in 1996. better in 19V. and will likely be - cood again in 1998. 
Peit pnces for h x p  seals were in the order of 5 2 5  per unit by the end of i 997. up substrintiallv 
k r r .  ! 1?4+i;hrn pnme hxp selil pe!ts fectrhcd about 520 prr m i t .  The t 398 markct h i  pclts 
\vil1 likely ctbsorb the full TAC of 275,000 seals at good pnces. although the unit  pnce wiI1 b r  
detcrmined by cornpetition îmong processors. Most pelts must still be processed into final 
products outside of Canada wirh some loss of value-added. which the domestic industw mai 
n.ish to funher explore. In some cases. the market retums for pelts cou!d also be improved w t h  
bsttrr handling and processing. 
,\bout three million pounds of seal meat was produced in 1997. In 1996, the Iargest percentcire 
of m a t  production was processrd into silage. In 1997. approxirnately one million pounds o f  
meat were made into protein powder. and industry is exploring the potential of its use as a 
nutritional supplement for humans as well as animals. This could do much to increase i h r  \.lilue 
of seal meat. as its use as animal feed has commanded relatively low prices of about 50.15 per 
pound. The industry continued to market cuts of mest in Asia for human consumption. 
however. extensive product and market development is still needed. 
Thçre has always been a market for seal oil in Europe as manne or industrial oil: but these 
products have relatively low pices. The market potential in the food additive and 
pharmxeutical possibilities of seal oil continues to develop. The oii is high in Ornega 3. \{.hich 
may be useful in the treatment of cholesterol problems and anhntis. In 1997. companies staned 
to rnakr headway after extensive research and developrnent initiatives. and seal oil was bring 
marketed in capsule fonn for human consumption and pharmaceutical~cosmetic purposes. I t  will 
be at least another year or two before the full potential of this use c m  be realized. 
Sral Flippers 
Thrre has always been a local market for a number of scal tlippen. but prices were very low las1 
ye3r. perhaps because of the large hanfest of seals. Markets may have to be found in Asin. i f  
flipper prices are to go up substantially. 
.A market does exist for 3 limited number of vanous srcil organs. bu? pnces have dropped kom 
 bout 570 -S 100 in sarlier ?eus  to about 525 per unit in 1997. .As a result o f  declining pnces. 
seal orsans accounted for less than five per cent of the total landed and processed values of the 
l 9 q 7  hanest. Low market pnces for oreans - ;ire l i  kely IO continue in 1998. and some processors 
inq only takr units on consiyunent as a result. 
I d i r e  of the Harvest 
Basrd on figures from Neufoundlsnd Rerion where the bulk of the hansesi 1s landrd and 
processed. the total landed value of the 1997 seal hanest is rstimated to be about 57.5 million. 
The processed value of seal products from the 1997 harvesr 1s the order of S 12 million. This 
does nor include economic spin-offs, such 3s tmcking and supplies, which have substantial 
additional value for coastal cornrnunities in .-\tlîntic Canada. and Quebec. 
Over and above the economic aspects of the haneest. seals are an important nutntional. social 
and cultural resource to Inuit and other Abongnal peoples as well 3s other residrnts of .Atlantic 
Canada. Quebec and the Far North. 
Consultative Processes 
To discuss the future of the seal harvest. the Depanment of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) 
convened two seal fora in 1995 after the release of  an updated harp seal population estimate. 
Some 90 goups representing sealers, fishermen. processors. rnunicipalities and provinces and a 
number of animal rights and conservation groups attended the fora. The vast rnajority supponed 
a sustainable harvest based on scientifically valid conservation pnnciples and discussed vanous 
management strategies to increase the 1996 and future years' hanest. including methods of 
hanmesr. market development and public education on sealing and other related issues. 
Meetings were held with representatives of the Labrador Inuit Association, the Labrador Mètis 
Association and the Innu Nation to ascertain their interests and to encourage a greater 
involvement. In 1997, there were only 716 harp seals taken from the 10.000 harp seals that wsre 
orisinally allocated to Labrador sealers. Aboriginal interests in sealing in Quebec are largely 
with those gtoups that are party to the James Bay Agreement or tied to claims negotiations 
respecring Makivik offshore interests. Food fishenes for seals c m  be readily undenaken and 
zroups are encouraged to explore the commercial opponunities for seals taken in their areas. 
- 
.A Scal Industy  .\civisory Councd represrnts a large number ot ' industp participants in the 
Pro~ ince  of Newfoundlmd and Labrador and it Kas consulted and provided ad\*ice on 
management mrasures for the 1998 season. The Conseil quebicois de I'industne ioup-mann 
representcd Quebec srding interests in the past. but trmporanly ceased operations dunng the 
consultrtti\.e penod. Therefore. the v i e w  of the vanous sealing xsociations in Quebrc tc.ere 
sough~ ~ep;1rateIy. 
The views of jomr interest youps. such as the Korld WJlifc. Fund. were sought on m q o r  
tlsrnrnts of the plan. Othsr groups. inchdine the Intsmationnl F m d  C m  .km!-2! !f':!f~;,, ha;, 
made their views known through correspondence and in rneerinqs. 
Prowtcial oificials were consultes on the management measures rit the reyoniil Is~s! .  Provincial 
virws u e r e  also reciexd as 3 result of  exchanges at the ministenal level. 
. \ I l  o f  the iibove v i e w  were considered in the development of the plan. In 1998, funhrr 
consultations will b r  undenaken 1 ~ 1 t h  a wider cirray of interests to review the rcguiations 
respçcting sralin-. The indusrry will also be consultrd on issues penaining to s r î l  liccnsiny 
policies rind iillocatrons. 
Following the collapse of the markets for seal products in the çarly 1980s and bnsed on the repon 
o i  the Royal Commission on Senls. md Sealin3 in Canada (Malouf Rçpon). DFO has managed 
the seal hamesr on a long-trm, sustainable basis. a i th  3 view to facilitatins the reneaal of an 
iiidustry badly Jamaged by trride bamers and animal rights activities. 
Since 19s;. there lias been a ban on commercial hanmt of whitecoats (harp seals) ~ n d  biuebacks 
ihoodrd seals) rind the use of large vessels (over 65' in length). The commercial h m c s t  has bcrn 
cr imed out largely from inshore boats owned and operated by coastal residents. 
ii'ith 3 plentiful and sustainable seal resource harvested well below its TAC for man? yrars. 
DFO has concentraied on improviny and enforcing han~rsting practicrs and regulator) and 
licensing requirements. This has had the effect of increasing the proficiency of seaiers in the 
quick and cenain dispatch of seals as well as in the proper handling of the hanest .  
DFO and other frderal and provincial governent  agencies have cilso provided considerable core 
iunding to sealing associztions and for market and product development. Since 1986. wcll ovrr  
> million doliafi has been provided to renew the industry through the Atlantic Fishenes 
Adjustment Program ( .GAP)  and DFO Grants and Contributions. 
For 1995 and 1996, the policy of encouraging the h i k t  possible utilization of each hanestcd 
seal was assisted by a contnbution program that provided a 50.20 per pound meat subsidy. This 
provided an incentive to land and process the meat pending the development of increased 
markets for meat products. Funding under this prograrn was also made available For innovative 
projccts for product and market development. This program was extended to the 'ionhuest 
Trmtones as well as Arlantic coast sealine, areas. .Assistance to a maximum level of S750.000 
was providcd in 1997 for core funding, a meat subsidy program and product development. The 
level of assistance will be capped at S500.000 in 1998. of which no more than SJ10.000 c m  be 
for meat. The assistance prograrn will terminate si the end o f  1999. with a maximum b e l  of 
i'unding of S250,OOO. 
IV. STOCKSTATUS 
Prospects for 2998 
Harp Seals 
The total harp seal population was estimated at 4.8 million in 1994. The replacement yield is 
approxirnately 287.000 harp seals. which is the total that can be taken without reducing the total 
population. 
.\ harp seal population survey will be undertaken in 1998 to update the population estimale. 
Hooded Seals 
Hooded seals are considerably lrss abundant than harp seais. The 1990 hooded seal population 
rstimare was 100,000. The 1997 TAC for hooded seals (10.000 seals) is considerably belou the 
sustainable yield which is rstirnated at 24,000 to 34.000 mimals, depending on the age 
composition of any harvest. 
.A hooded seal population survey is planned for 1999 to update the population estimate. 
Grey Seuls 
The 1993 yrey seal population estimate was 144.000 (82,000 from the Sable Island rookery: 
67,000 From the Gulf of St. Lawrence). Since the 1960s. the Sable [sland grey seal population 
has been increasing at a rate of I3?6 per y e u .  Grey seals in the Gulf are estimated to be 
increasing at a rate of 8% per year. 
Ringed Seafs 
In 1996, the Scientific Committee of the North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission produced 
a crude population estimate of 1.3 million ringed seals for Baffin Bay, Davis Strait, eastem 
Hudson S trait, the Labrador Sea and Lancaster. Jones and Smith sounds. The Committee 
concluded that an overall catch of roughly 100,000 ringed seals by Canada and Greenland would 
be sustainable. 
There are no reliable population estimates for harbour and bearded seals. 
Eiwironmem and Habitat 
The ses1 hsmest dors not impose riny environmental or habitat concems. 
Species Iii teractions 
Harp Seals 
I t  w a s  estimated ihat the harp seal population ate about million tonnes of prey in 1994. This 
inciucied about SÜ.i)ÙÙt oL4tiantic cod frorn the waters u t  Newfoundland and 51,000t frorn the 
Gu1 f o f  St. Lawrence. . \ l thou~~h mostly young Atlantic cod ( O  to 2 years of age i wrre consumed. 
substlintiai numbers oiolder cod were also eaten. Similarly. the study included an estimate that 
harp seals consumed over one million tonnes of capeiin and 1.2 million tonnes of Arctic cod 
from both of these areas. This raises concems about the impact of harp seals on rhz rebuilding of 
deplrted goundfish stocks, bur more research is needed to qumtify these effecrs. 
Hooded Seals 
.A total of 14 fish and 8 invertebrate prey groups have been identitied in the stomiichs of hooded 
seals sampled in nearshore areas off Newfoundland. Greenland hîiibut (turbot) was the most 
imponant of the prey species. Other important species inciude redfish, k c t i c  cod. .Atlantic 
hsmng and squid. In offshore areas, hooded seals consume a similar array of prey specirs. 
although the proportions of redfish and Arctic cod are lower and the proponion of Atlantic cod is 
higher. 
Grey Seals 
Estimates of cod consumption by grey seals were released in 1994. These confirmed that this 
specirs ears substantial amounts of cod off Nova Scotia and the Gulf of St. Lawrence (about 
17.000t of  W s W  cod, l8.OOOt of  Gulf cod ( 2  stocks) and perhaps 5,000t of cod frorn other stocks 
in 1993). 
Other Seals 
There are no estimates of prey consumption or species interaction for nnged, harbour or bearded 
seals. 
Research 
Scientific studies are cunently underway to obtain the information necessary to more clearly 
understand the seal-fisheries interactions. including diet srudies and seal distribution studies. 
Seal sarnpling prograrns for diet studies and other research are continuing. 
Curisrri~ntiorr/Siistairiabili~/Han~estig Prnctices 
Lorig- Terni Sustoiriable LTe 
The Plan provides a management frarnework to suppon the long-tem sustainable commercial 
md eubsistence hantest of seals on the Atlantic Coast. This hanest provides sealers. Abonginal 
peoples and nonhrm residents of Atlantic Canada with an opponunity to use self-reliant. juveni ls  
2nd adult seals ro provide economic benefits and food for their families and communmes. 
.î Market-Driven Commercial Harrfest rvitliin Corisenfatiorr Paranaeters 
Thé commercial seal harvest takss place in response to market ciemands. subject to conservation 
parameters ro rnsure the sustainability of srnl stocks. The kderal sovernment provides Iirnited 
misrance. where posstble. for market dewlopment. 
The Federal g o v e r n e n t  will continue to pursue the fullest possible utilization of each hanfested 
sral. To that end. i t  provides assistance. where possible. to encourage sealers to land even those 
clements of the seal for which the market demand is weak. A meat subsidy of 50.10 per pound 
was in place for that purpose until the end of the 1996 harvest. In 1996. the total subsidy cost 
was over S 1.1 million. For 1997. the meat subsidy was reduced to 50.12 ptir pound evcept in 
Newfoundland and Labrador. where the subsidy reductions were included in 3 negoriated 
arrangement that was based on rhe age-class isize) of the animal (Le. .  52 .25  for a smaller. 
younger seal and S M 6  for an older seal). The total meat subsidy program was capped at 
S650.000 for 1997. The meat subsidy is capped at 5440.000 in 1998. and the pnces priid pcr 
pound or seal camot exceed those paid in 1997. The meat subsidy will be no more than 
SZ50,QOO in 1999, after which it will be terrninated. 
Hum an e Harvesting Practices 
Section 8 of the Marine .Il~nirnul Regirlnrrom stipulates that persons can only dispatch marine 
rnamrnals in a manncr designed to do so quickly. Cinder these Regirlarions. senls may be killed 
only by the use of high-powered rifles. shoteuns finng slugs. clubs and hakapiks. Further 
requirements pertaining to the size. weight. muzzle velocity and gauge of weapon are specitïrd in 
subsection 25( 1 ) of the Regiilntions. 
Re-ulatory requirements are sugmented by licensing policy. which requires cornmercinl sealers 
to work under expenenced sealers for two years in order to get their professional licence. They 
x e  also encounged to take 3 training course on proper harvesting techniques and product 
preparation and handling. Personal use sealers must have a hunter's capability crnificate or big 
sime licence and attend mandatory training sessions before a licence can be issued. 
- 
I~iterriatiotial Corisiderarions 
Trade and Trade Barriers 
The international market outlook has not been overly promising in the past fifieen years. ;\sian 
markets appenr to be the key to an expanded and henlthy international market situation. Thcv 
ma? bs  paniculariy irnponant for the sale of sed  oil and meat. .A long-trrm sustsinable suppl!, o f  
seals m3y be required in any large s a l e  venture and the iillowrible catches in this Plan make this 
jupply possible. 
The fedrral govemment and the sealing industry rnust deal with trade barners io rc-open tonner 
markets for seal products and open up new ones. To that end. the iederal gow-nrnent 1s secking 
rhe best means to encourage the Lnited States to remove the prohibiticn on the impon of seal 
products under their .\farine .Ilanimal Prorecrion .-W. This prohibition has been in place sincc 
1972. The fedrral government will also seek to sase or clan& irnpon requirements to get 
products into Xsian markets and to at least maintnin existing expons into European markets. 
\leetines - were held with industry interests in 1997 and they were asked to analyse thrir costs 
from this market bamer and the rconomic potential that rhe C.S. marker could have for their 
industq. .b analysis of this infornation will be firsr step in determinin2 the besr course rci 
make progess on trade issues. 
.-himal Rigkts Cnmpizigns 
The fedrral govemment will continue to provide factual and up-to-date information on the j.iii1 
h m e s t  to diplornatic posts and to foreipn and domestic media. businesses. yovemment 
representatives and ciiizens. 
The senling indusr- has a central responsibility for comrnunicating its interests. Groups. such ris 
the Canadian Sealers Associarion. have played an irnponant role in explaining the facts of the 
seal harvest to the media and other interests. This rolr is rxpected to increase as the industpp 1s 
becorning more profitable. 
Dortt estic Corisiderarions 
DFO ensures that sealers are allocrited a minimum shxe of the TAC of harp serils based on ttieir 
traditional commercial reliance on senls and recoznizing the importance of this industry to 
residents of coastal communities adjacent to the major sealing areas. The land-based. small 
\.essel hanest undenaken by these sealers has been the comerstone of the industry for the last 
decnde. 
DFO \{.il1 maintain the present sealin; opportuniries for Abonginal peoples, residents ai the iar 
nonh and residents adjacent to traditional sealing areas. DFO will also be supportive o f  
. \bungnsl  efforts ro hanest  seais commerciaiiy. There will continue to be (t relatively laroe - 
iillocation for Labrador in the event that Abiginal goups choose to become more involvrd in 
sornmrrcid sealing. 
Go O d Sealing Pracrices 
TO ensure t h x  5 3 ! s  Ire kmdled 2nd prccessed !o :wide  high qualify producrs 2s w I I  3s 
disparched quickly and certainly. licensing poiicy requires a fom of apprenticeship before 
commercial sealers cm -et their professional licence. .As well. persona1 use sealing licences w i I I  
not be issued to any persons who did not have a licence in 1997 or a valid hunter's capabiiity 
ccfiificate or big game licence and has not attended a mandatory trainmg session. 
DFO continues to work closely with the sealing indusr- to help develop and provide inionnation 
jessions and methods of harvesting. handling and processine io attain and maintain high 
standards for Canadian seal producrs. To rhis end. DFO has been supportive of the establishment 
of  industrv councils in the provinces of Newfoundland and Labrador and Quebec. 
The depanment had phmeci to conduct a review of the rvisting .Ituriw .iïili?rntul Regrti~2ti0,is in 
1997. to update and i rnpro~~e the regulations respecting se& and io bnng [hem in iine uxh  
amendments that may be made to the Fisheries .-lcr. This has been delayrd until 199s 2nd wll 
be rxpanded to include al1 aspect of the Regitlatiom. Consultations on aspects of rhe 
Regtrlütions deriling with sealing will stan afrer the 19% scaling season cnds in h v .  
Personal Cse Harvest 
There ha ie  been requests to open the hanest up to non-residents and to relax rhe requiremenrs. 
but the personal use hawest is intended only as a. means to provide sustenance to residrnrs 
adjacent to the traditional sealing areas. 
There have been requests for govemment assistance for market and product development. heu* 
markets and new products are necessary if Canada is to make the best, sustainable use of the 
plentifùl seal resource. The federal govemment *il1 continue to work with industry to prei.ent 
and remove trade barriers respecting seal products. 
Calls for a Cul1 of Seal Populations 
There are concems about the impacts of harp and grey seals on the depleted stocks of goundfish. 
Many persons have called for a cull, Le., the killing of seals for the express purpose of reducing 
the populations. However. a cull is not being considered at this time. In addition. more work is 
needed to determine the nature and extent of the impact of seal predation. 
Use of Large Vessels (mer 19.8m (65fi) in length) 
There has been some interest in the possible use of large vessels, as platforms to assist the 
existing srna11 vessel harvest. While cunent govemment policy does not permit sealing fiom a 
large vessel. there is no polic y against the use of a laree vessel to collect. transport and process 
seals harvested by small vessels and as a possible sale haven dunng bad weather conditions. 
Industry proposals for large vessels may be given senous consideration. on a case-by-case basis. 
if additional sealing activity is required to meet market demands or i f  environmental conditions 
require assistance of this nature. 
Tliere is jome industry interest in re-opening the commercial lianeest o ioldrr  bluebricks. 
Hooded jeals remain 3s blucbacks for about II months aiter binh as oppossd to harp srrils. 
it hich Iosr thsir white mats atier about two and a hal lweeks .  The pelt of 3 blueback is hishly 
i l e .  One suggestion is to have ~hc: definition oiblusback chansrd to d o w  hamesring after 
!lie b luebxk s e d s  are weaned and become self-reliant mimals. as is thc case wirh barp seals. 
This issus will be deait with as part of regdatory reiVietv and there will be full public 
Total .4llowable Catches (7X Cs) 
Harp Seuls 
Thc TAC fsr  harp x a l i  icmains at 275.000 in 1395 
The TAC for hooded seals will increase to 10,090 kom S,I)OO in  1998. 
.As in  1997. sealers will çtill be able to take 3 few hundred grey seals in the traditional hanest off 
the 'clagdalen Islands and in small-scale harvests in areas other than Sable Island. .A limited 
commercial harvest of nnged seals (1.000) will be authonzed again in 1998. throueh the issuancç 
of sealine u licences to Labrador residents for that purpose. The subsistence han-est of small 
numbers of harp. hooded. g e y .  ringed. bearded and harbour seals will continue. 
Harvest Location and Timing 
Rrsidents of nonhem Labrador and the Arctic i nonh of 53" 'I latitude) I Sealin3 Areas I to 1 - 
sec map in ,-ex 4) c m  harvest seals o h n y  species at any time of the year for subsistrnce 
purposes. excepi as specified for ringed seals below. Abonsinal persons can also harvest selils 
throughout the year for social and cerernonial purposes. 
Harp Seafs 
The commercial harvest will continue in traditional sealing areas on the Front (Sealing Areas 5 IO 
9 ) and in the Gulf (Sealing Areas 9 to 16 to 70. 22.16 and 27) .  The season is from November 
15. 1996 to May 15. 1997. Regional Directors Genernl may alter the seasons (close times) by 
publicly issuing variation orden. 
The personal use harvest ivill b r  off Newfoundland. Labrador south of 53" N lmtude and off 
Quebec's North Shore, the Gaspé Peninsula and the Ma~dalen Islands. The seasons will be the 
same 3s the commercial seasons and will be rstablished by the penod of validity on licences until 
scasons c m  be inciuded in Regulations. 
Hooded Seals 
The commercial season will rernain (rom November 15. 1996. to May 15. 1997 in Sealing .Areas 
-i to 7 and 12. Rrcional - Directors General may alter the seasons (close times) by publicly issuing 
vanation orders. Sealiny areas S to 1 1 and 13 io 33 are areas where hooded seals have not been 
hanestcd and they will remain closed. Personal use licences may allow hooded seals to bc taken 
in areas where the commercial season is open. .As noted above. the personal use season will be 
established by penod of vaiidity until seasons are included in the Regulations. 
Grey Seals 
As in 1996. the timing of the g e y  seal hanrest will be controlled by condition of licence. The 
small commercial hanest near the hlagdalrn Islands wiil probably occur in January and Febructr. 
and other gey  seal harvests wiil be approved on a case-by-case basis. 
Ringed and Otlrer Suals 
The season From ApnI 25 to November 30 will continue for the subsistence harvest of nnged 
seals in Labrador. The nurnbers of bearded and harbour seals taken for subsistence purposes art: 
small and no season is necessary. An expenmental commercial harvest ofringed seals ma? tîke 
place in Labrador in 1998 and the season will be established as a condition of licence or permit. 
Harp Seals 
The overall total allowable catch (TAC) of harp s e 4 s  is sub-divided inro commercial seding 
allocations applicable to different areas (see Appendix 3 and attached maps). a personal use 
allocation for al1 areas. a subsistence allocation for northem communities and an unallocated 
resenTe. 
The established commercial allocations total 230,000 harp seals. In some areas. they are tùnher 
allocated on the basis of the length overall (LOX) of the vessels used. There is an unallocated 
rcsene of  41.000 seals, which c m  be used to meet harvest and market dernands and an allocation 
01 2.000 senls each for the personal use and northern subsistence harvest. 
Notw i thstanding the allocations for 1998. there will be consultations wit h industq stake ho lders 
irom al1 regions this year to discuss the allocations amongst areas and sectors and the process for 
re-allocations and transfers from the unallocated reserve. 
Hooded Seals 
The TAC of 10.000 hooded seals is not allocated amonp the vanous harvesters and applies to 
commercial and subsistence sealers in the aggregate. 
0 t h  er Seals 
There are no TACS or allocations of other species of seals. Conditions of licence are used to 
iimit the hanest of g e y  seals. Licences will be used to control the new commercial hanest o f  
nneed - seals. There are no allocations for the other species ( ringed, harbour and beîrded). whic h 
are taken in the subsistence harvest. 
Other Plan Elements 
.lis well as the TACS, seasons and allocations noted above. the 1998 Plan includes the elemznts 
noted brlow. 41my of these are put into effect by the .\larme .Ilammal Regitlations and or the 
Seal Licensing Policy for Eastern Canada. Temporary ciosures in sealing areas rnay also bc uscd 
to irnplement some measures. 
Major Elem en ts 
Whitecoats (harp seals) and bluebacks (hooded seals) rnay not be harvested commrrcially 
or under the authonty of a personal use licence. 
Persons may not harvest adult seals in breeding or whelping patches. 
Landsmen with or without smail vessels ( 19.8m (65  f t )  and less in length) wiil do the 
harvesting, although vessels beyond that length rnay be considered for use to collect. 
transport and prepare harvested seals frorn srnall vessels and as safe havens for sealers in 
bad weather. 
DFO will continue to encourage the maximum utilization of each seal harvested 
commercially through a meat subsidy program. which is being phased-out and will 
terminate after the 1999 season. 
DFO will continue to enforce regulatory requirements for the firearms. ammunition. clubs 
and hakapiks used in sealing to ensure the nght toois are used properly for the quick luid 
certain dispatch of animais. 
Specifc Licensing Elements 
Licences are not required by residents of Labrador north of 53 " N latitude who are 
hmest ing seals in Sealing Areas 1 to 4 for food purposes. They are also not required by 
Aboriginal people who are harvesting for food. social or ceremonial purposes and who 
are not the beneficiaries of a daims agreement. 
Professional commercial scal in~ licences mal-  only b r  issurd to Ml-time or bonaride 
fishers registered with DFO who: 
a Iield a professional sealing licence the previous year; or 
b i h w ;  panicipated in the seal hanest dunng the previous two years as the Iioldcr of 
J n  assistant sealing licence. 
.&aisranr sealing licences ma:* ml:; bc issucd 1s icgiçtcrcd L,shcrs ;rho arc in p o i ~ ~ ~ ; i ~ ï i  
of wntten confirmation. from a professional sealer. to the rliect that the assistant sraler 
~ v i l l  be harvesting seals under the supervision of this professional senler dunng ~ h e  
scaling season. 
Persona1 use sealing licences. illowing the hanvest of up to sis seds  3 year for personai 
consumption. may only be issued to residents who: 
) live adjacent to established sraling areris throughout Ncwtoundland. in Labrador 
south of 5 3  ' N latitude. on Quebec's Nonh Shore. the Gaspé Peninsula and the 
blagdalen - Islands; and 
b )  held a persona1 use sealing licence in the previous year; or 
c )  hold a valid provincial hunting licence for big jame or a hunter's capability 
cenitkate to demonstrate their proficiency with tireams* and have atttnded J 
mandatory information session on regulations. safety and the proper handliny of 
harvested seals. 
*Applicants from the Magdalen Islands need not meet the requirements for 
firearms proficiency i f  they are using a club in accordance with rhe traditional 
harvesting practices in that area. 
Special sealing licences may be issued for small-scale projects to harvest seals in 1998 
Harvesting activity using firearms near communities or sreas of fishing activity rnriy br  
controlled by condition of licence to ensure public safety. 
CTIL CONSER K-l TIOiV & PROTECTION ISSUES AVD 
STRATEGIES FOR 1998 
The major emphases of DFO's Consemation & Protection stratesies will be on monitoring 
catches and rnsunny humane hanestins practices. 
Operational coordination of the harvest will be conducted by the following Coordinators: 
Gul f  Coordinator Roger Sirnori 
Iles-de-la-Madeleine 
( 4  15) 956-2095 
Front Coordinator Peter Kettle 
New foundland 
(709) 772-4494 
Maritimes Reeion Scotia-Fundy Fishenes Gulf Fisheries 
Jerry Conway Gérard Blanchard 
Halifax Moncton 
(902) 426-9609 (506) 551-2621 
,VI andate 
Their mandate is to CO-ordinate enforcement operations in the Front Area . Gulf k e a  and 
41antimes Region. 
Objectives 
DFO will seek the effective application of iegislation. policies. and directives related to: 
0 quotas; 
licensing; 
4 the harvest/sale of whitecoats and bluebacks; 
4 harvesting methods (humane harvestins and instruments); 
observation permits; and 
communic;ltions. 
Selilers will be required to maintain logbooks and hail (report orally seal hanests daily for 
:,essels greater than 3 5  feet in overall length. These reports and han-est estimates made by 
Fishery Officers wiil be compiled. by species. zone and vesse1 class. into weekly quota repons. 
For i,essels 3 5  feer in overall length or less and land-based sealers, fishery officers will provicie 
hnnest estirnates based on community reports. piant statistics. weekly reports and or checks o i  
!afidings. Ir. Newfoundland. weekly rcpons will br compi!ed Sased on species. c i m  and : ~ s s s !  
class. 
The enforcement objectives for 1998 will be to seek overall compliance with regulritions as wll 
as rnsure the maintenance of  effective quota monitonng. Pnonty \vil1 be given to cnforcing 
regulations penaining to the proper harvesting techniques. the accurate reponing of hrirvest and 
quota compliance. monitonng by-catches of senls in other fishenes. ensunng that white coats md 
blurbacks are not harvested for commercial purposes and promoting the policy objective a f  hl1 
uti lization. 
1 regulations. 1 of the Marine Mammal / on-site inspecrions I 
Priori- / hlonitor hamest and enforce 
1 1 Regulations 1 0  hanrestingchecks 
Regulation 
Sections S. X ( 2 )  and 29 ( 1 ) 
1 harvest and quota 1 (General) Regulations 1 observer coverage I i 
Strategy 1 
aenal surveillance 
4 
I 
I / Accurate reporting of 
I cornpliance I 1 0 on-site inspections ! 
I 
'Llonitor by-catches of seals 
Section 7 2  of the Fishery 
I Ensure that no white coats 
l 
i or bluebacks are harvested 
a observer coverage 
in-port inspections t l 
I 
for commercial purposes 
Section 5 of the Marine 
Mammal Regulations and 
Section 33 of Fishery 
(General) Regulations 
in-pon inspections 
0 observer coveraee 
9 on-site inspections l I 
I 
I 
Encourase fullest possible ! utilization of seal(s) Policy to close harvest if i 0 on-site inspections t ! paniai utilization excessive. 1 I 
Section 27 of the Manne , aenal surveillance 1 
Mammal Regulations 0 on-site inspections I l 
0 purchase slips 1 
, 0 observer coveraqe 1 I
En forcement Strategy 
The enforcement progarn will be based on the utilization of aksurface platfoms. as well 3s the 
deploynent of Fishery Officers and obsemers. 
Commencing in mid-Febniary. fixed wing aerial patrols will be conducted to detemine location 
of seals and sealing vessels. The Frcquency of patrols will be increased dunng the seaion. i f  
necessq .  Helicopter parrols will be conducted in both the Gulf and Front areas. .ln additional 
hrlicopter may be added for that purpose in the Gulf area. 
.-l t-Sea Surveillance 
Commencing in late February, one patrol vessel. with 4-6 Fishery Officers. will be dedicatrd to 
at-sea surveillance in the Newfoundland Region. Fishery Officers will conduct at-sea boardings 
to snsure cornpliance with the Marine Mammal Regulations. with pmicular emphasis on 
harvrsting methods. Fishery Officers may also be deployed directly on sealing vessels and 
randomly moved to various vessels throughout the fleet. 
In the Iles de la Madeleine area, a Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker could be called upon for 
assistance if required to transport Fishery Officers. 
Obsewers 
Commencing in late Febmary, 100 observer days will be depioyed to the seal harvest in the 
Ncwfoundland Region. 
Other PatroUSunieillance A crivity 
Fishery Officers will conduct coastai patrols, dockside checks and quota monitonng. 
Royal Canadiun Mounted PolicdOth er Assistance 
The RCMP will be available, upon request, should situations anse where assistance is required in 
both the Front and Gulf areas. DFO will participate in j ~ i n t  patrols with the RCMP and the 
Quebec Surêté to ensure an orderly harvest. This could be important as there may be more ami- 
sealing groups at the harvest this year and confrontations could result. 
Monitoring of En forcem ent Operational Plan 
Weekly conference calls will be conducted to monitor the implementation and effectiveness of 
the operational plan. If required, in-season adjustments will be made to the plan. 
Sustainable hanest :tithin rhs TAC 
Adhercnce to reeulations 
Fullest possible utilkation - product sales 
Number of participants throughout ssnson 
Econornic benefits vs. management costs 
Consultations with hanestersiprocessors 
1998 HARP S E . U  QUOTAS 
1 FRONT ARENCOMhIERCllrL I I 
Labrador - 311 vessels (cornpetitive) 10,000 4 
Front - vessels less than 35' 3 5 .O00 5 to S 
1 Front - \.cssels 35'  and greoter 1 120.000 1 5 t o S  
TOTAL - FRONT ARENCOMMERCIAL 165,000 4 T O 8  
L 
Gulf - vessels less than 35' - May 1 to May 15 5,000 9 to 27 
Gulf - al1 vessels (cornpetitive) 60,000 9 to 27 
TOTAL - ALL GULF .UULAS/COh.IMERClAL 65,000 9 TO 27 
1 TOTAL O C.ANADIAN TOTAL ALLOWABLE CATCH ( 275.000 1 ;\LL 
NOTE: For the purpose of the allocations set out in this Table, sealers that obtain access to the scals 
without the use of a vesse1 shall be considered as sealers on vesseis less than 35'. 

.,\ppendiu 1.3 Sttiil Protection Reguliitions 
Fisheries and Enwronmmt Pkhes et Envirmnement I * Cana& Canada 
APPENDIX "Cu 
SEAL PROTECTION REGULA'TIONS 
made undcr ihe 
FlSHERlES ACT 
Repulutioni esta blùhed by 
P.C. 1966-904 
REGLEMENT DE PROTECIION DES PHOQUES 
en vertu de \a 
LOI SUR LES P~CHERES 
Règlement i tabl i  par 
C.P. 196G904 
QI amcnded bylmodifié p w  
PublisMd und- t h .  ruthot~tv ot the Minwar/Publ~catian iutorid8 P r  Ir Minirtn 
ilECLL.4TIOSS RESPECTl'iG THE RCCLFMEST RELATIF .i LA 
PROTECTIOS OF SE.4l.S PROTECTIOY DES PHOQUES 
1. Thcse Reguistions may be c ~ t e d  as 1. Le présent riglemeot peut è t r e  c : d  
the ,Foril Ptotecrron Rcgulasuiru sous le titre: Règkment de protectim der 
p i i o q ~  e l .  
2. ( 1 )  In these Regulations, 
!ai "defined area" meam the Canndian 
w a u m  and territories north of 6û0 S o r t h  
Latitude and includes thc whole of Ln-  
gsva Bay, Hudson Bay and James Bay; 
cb) "Front Ares" rneans al1 Canedian 
waters and tarritories and wstln of the 
A t l m t ~ c  Ocesn bouaded on the nonh by 
Lstitudc 60" nonh and on the south by 
3 straighr line crawa due east from 
C3pe Race, Scwiouncit.înd and an the 
nesr by the c o w  of X e ~ i o u n d l a n d  2nd 
:nc!uding 311 the Katers ol  the S t n i t  of 
Bclle Isle j o u ~ h ~ ~ s t  to 5 suaighb line 
drswn [rom the i ight ' :oii~e a l  Amour 
Point ta the iigntkouse on Flowen Is- 
!md in Flowcrs Covc, Sewfoundland;  
and 
2. (1) Dans Ic présent Rgierneat, \'ex- 
pression 
a) artgion dCfiniea sigpifie les eau* et  
Iw temtoires du Canads situés s u  nord 
du 60' degr4 de latitude nord, et com- 
prend la totaIit4 de  la baie d'Ungava, de 
1s baie dtHudwn e t  de la baie James; 
b )  région du Front désigne la toCslit4 den 
e a u  e t  terrltoirej du Canads e t  les eaux 
de I'oc4sn Atlantique qui mnt barnets, 
3u nord, par Ic W psrsllèlt de latitude 
nord, RU sud, par une dtoiw tirCe droit 
vers l'est B p 3 r w  du cap Race (Tcrre- 
Seuve)  et, 3 l'ouest, par Ir c 3 k  d e  Terre- 
Seuve, y comprm loutes les e a u  du dC- 
troit de Bellelslt au aud-ouest d'une 
droite tirée à pnrtir du phare situ4 a 1s 
pointe .\niout jusqu'au phare oitui sur 
I'ilc aux Flcurs, dans I'snse aux F l c ~ r s ,  à 
Tcrre -Seuvc ;  ct 
(c) "Gulf Arca" mc3m .III the w a k n  
of thc St. Lnwrcnce Ihwr, Chslcur Bay, 
Nortliurnbcrlnnd Stmit, :rnd the Gulf 
O C  SL. L..iwrcncc hiitulid on Uie nortli 
by 3 stnight l inc Rr;lain [rom thc l i g h t  
hou= nt Anlout Point, i o  thc lighthouse 
on Flowcn IaImd in F l o w c n  Cave, Yew- 
foundland, and sll the w a t m  of Cabot 
Strait and of thc Athntic Ocean ses- 
ward thercof and s c ~ w r d  of  the east 
comt of Nova Smtia and bounded on 
the north b v  a fitraight line drawn due 
e A l t  from Cape Race, Newfoundland; 
i d )  "Ministcr" means ho Minister of 
the Environment; 
(a )  "non-rcsident Canadian" means s 
Canadirn citizen who is cot a resideat; 
(1) "peraon of mixed blood" merni a 
pemn having no l e u  h a n  one quartcr 
Indian or Eskirno b l o d ;  
8 (& I ) "Regionai Dircctor Genenl" meurs ihc 
R8@onrl Dircctor Ceneml o f  FUhcnes 
Maalfernent for the Qutkc, Muitimes or 
Newfoundlind Revon of ihc Fishcrits and 
Marne S e m a  of the D c p ~ t m e n t  of the 
Envionmcnt ; 
C )  kgion du Golfe dtsigne tautca les 
eaux du Rcuvc S:rint-I.nurcnt, dc In t m c  
dcs Chaleurs, du d6troit de Northumhcr-  
land ct dÜ golfe clnjnt-T,nurrnt, botni.cn 
nit nord pst une droitc t i r k  i partir du 
phatc situ6 A Ia p i n t e  Amour j u q u ' ~  
phare situ6 sur !Th nux Fleurs, dans 
I'msc aux Fleura, h Terre-Neuve, e t  b u -  
m les eaux du dCtmit de Cabot et de 
I'ocCan Atlantique,  du ceté  du large e t  
au large de Ia cbte est de la Souvelle- 
Gosse et bornées au nord par une droite 
t idc vers I ' e i t  à partir d u  cap Race 
(Terre- Seuve! . 
d )  t'riinistres désigne le miniava de 
l'Environnement; 
C )  ccansdien non dornicllié~ dCs:-e YU 
citoyen canadien qui n'est pas  domiciiie; 
/) cpersonne de sang mêl4s déaipe une 
pcrsonne possédant au moins un quart de 
( A )  "scrling" merar the hunting for, 
killiug and ikinning of terk,  the han- 
dling and ttrnrporlJng of raw real peltr 
from the plrm ahm they rra killed to 
the land and the trrnsporting of persona 
engageci ia rtrliag ta rr.d from the h11- 
ing um, and ineluda scuchinq for scat 
from h t l i a p k n  und 0th- iircraft; 
(i) "ahitecort" mernr r young harp 
*al thrt hu not begun ta moult; and 
h )  achasse de phoque, désigne l'action 
de chasses, de tuer et  d'kcorcher de3 pho- 
ques, de manutentionner e t  de transporiar 
l u  peaux de phoque cmea de l'endroit ou 
lu animaux ont CtA tués ir la tcne e t  de 
trrarporter la petsornu qui font Ir 
c h u r c  du phoque de Ir krm r u  lieu de 
chasse et du lieu de chrm & la tem, et 
comprend Ir recherche d u  p h q u u  ru 
moyen d'b4licoptÈnr e t  sutru rimotfi; 
Lure de modijicnrionr 7 r v d  1977 
(1) "registered net tannage", in the case 
of a ïessel registered ünder the Canada 
Shipping Act,  means the rcgistered net  
tonnage s h o w  09 the vessel's Certificatr 
of British Registry. 
(k) "hakapik" means an mplcment made of 
tron hawng 8 shghtly bent spike of not more 
than five and one-haif mchcs tn length on one 
side of a fernile md a biunt projection not 
more than one-hdf inch ur length on the 
oppoute side of the I t m i l e ,  the whole to w e o  
not lcss than thrcequuten o f  r pound and 
h a h g  a head xcure ly  attrched to  a wooden 
handlc not l e u  than forty-two mches o r  mon 
t h u i  s u t y  tnchts in ltngth and with 8 diimctcr 
of not !eu thui one uid o n c q u u t e r  mches or 
more than two mches. 
(1) ' ' ~ d i n ~  poup'. mcans a huntuig p u t y  
conwtui6 o t  not leu thui four N mon! thm 
icn pcnons, one of whom h a  k a  d e w a t t 4  
hy the uoup r: Unup Itadcr and who wll l  k 
r e ~ o n 6 b l c  for the ocding opcrationi of thrt 
c o u p ,  
a l  ablsnchon~ désigne un jeuce phoque 
du Groenland qui n'a p u  comrrtexC A 
muer; 
j) c jauge nette su registre, db igne ,  dam 
Ie cm d'un navire immitricuM en vertu 
de la Loi art & rnarüu marchanda d u ,  
Canuu'a, Ir jauge nette au registre iadi- 
quk sur le oertificat d'immatnculatioa 
bntannique du navire. 
_I- 
k) "hakapdc" dCsrgne un rnstnunent de fer 
muru, d'un cdtt de I'cmbaut, d'une p o n t e  
lCgerement courbte d'ru p l u  cùiq pouccl et 
demi de longueur et, de I'autrr cbtC, d'une 
projection momte d'au plus un dern~poucu d e  
longueur, I'enlemble devant peser i u  rnoinr 
t r o u q u a r t  d e  livre; l ' e r r h u t  doit  Ctn solide- 
ment fuC une hampe de bou mesurant au 
moins quuan tedcux  p o u c e  e t  i u  plus souan te  
pouces de longueur, et au m o u  un pouce c t  un 
quur e t  iu  plus deux p o u a s  de diarnktrc. 
1) "yaupc de c h u s e u n  de phqr i :~"  dkigie 
un poupe de c h u u n  con?p=firnt ru moins 
quatre personnes et  au plus dix, dont  I ' U R  d'eux 
r t t C  nommt p u  les 8ums t tim de ch:f de 
l o u p e  et qui sn mpcinu,bl~ de3 c c t r n t C s  de 
c h u e  rit phoqiit Gudit gcrrp. 
Amrndmrn! L i i t  Aprrl 7. / 9 77 
(2 )  For the purposcs of Rtguh- (2) .\un fins du prhscnt règ\cmen:, un 
tionr. a a c d  h m n g  a common name rct phoque dont le non, vulgaire figurr h In 
out in Culum 1 of an ilcm of  S~hedule colonne I en regard d'un article de I'Anncxr 
B ic a seal of  the tpecim fiet out in Coi- B est un phoque de l'c'pke nommée A la 
umn 11 of t ha t  item. colonne 11 en regard dudit article. 
3. Revokcd. P.C. 1971-W, March 23, 3. RévquC. C.P. 1971-5.16, 23 mars 1971. 
1971. 
Protection of Seab Protection des p h o q w  
A Subjcct to these Regulstiona, no per- S, %us rCserve du présent règlement, il 
6on s h d  take or kill seair in the d e h d  est interdit ae prendre ou de tuer cies ph* 
Area. ques dans Ia rt!gion définie. 
5. A resident may kill seala for Coud for 5. I l  e s t  permis B un domicilié de tuer dee 
hirnself, hi9 fsrnily or hk dom phoques pour sa propre alimentation, celle 
de sa famille ou de ses chiens. 
6. A person authorrzed by the Minister 6. 11 e s t  permls B une personne autonsk 
may kj11 seals in the defined area for par le JIinistre de  tuer des phwues aux firis 
scientihc pu- scientifiques dm6 le régicm dtfinie. 
7. (1) Subjcct to subsections (2) and (4) 7. i 1 I Soue dscrve des parngrsphes (21, 
a pcrson mny take or Li11 seah [or sport ( 3 )  c t  i d ) ,  i l  est p c m i a  de prendre ou de 
in Ihe dcfincd a m  under a sport acsling tuer des phoque9 pour le sport dans la ré- 
licence issued by the Minider. gion definie B la faveur d'un permis de 
chasse sportive du phoque délivrh p u  la 
1 Ministre. 
(2)  A p r s o n  shdl not toke or kill seals (2 )  11 est interdit de prendre ou de tuer 
for sport in the defined a r e s  wrcept where cin p h o q u ~  pour le sport d a m  la région 
he définie a moins 
(a) emplays a guide who ia an Indian, a) d'employer un guide qui est un Indien, 
sa Eskirno or r pemon of mLrd blood; un Esquimau ou une penonne de aeng 
and mile;  e t  
( b )  uses s boat belonging to hi i  guide. b )  de se servir d'un bateau sppertenent 
su guide. 
(2a) Notwithstanding subsection (2),  
a resident who hol& 8 sport sealing 
licence may hunt or kill seals in the de- 
fined area without a guide and using any 
boat if he is accompanied by another 
resident who, 
(3) holds a sport seaiing licence, and 
(b) complies with that subsection. 
(Sa) Nonobstant le paragraphe (2),  un 
domicilié titulaire d'un permis de chasse 
sportive du phoque peut chasser ou tuer 
des phoques dans la région définie sans 
guide e t  en se servant d'un bateau quel- 
conque, s'il est accompagne d'un autre 
domlcllié qiu 
a )  est titulaire d'un permis de chasse 
sportive du phoque, et 
b)  satisfait aux exigences dudit para- 
graphe. 
(3) A person who kilh ieal i  for q o r t  (3)  11 est interdit à toute penonne qui 
shall not r e b b  more than twenty-five tue des phoquu pour le sport de garder p l u  
poundr of rnecrt [rom the ad8 killsd and de vingtcinq l i m s  de viande provenant 
ehrll give al1 mcnt in exceua of thet amount 
to hie guide. 
( 4 )  No pemn hunting seals for sport 
&al1 tske or Li11 
( a )  n benrded aeel at any timc; or 
(5) more than two 5e;eeis in a n y  year. 
8. NO person shall sel1 or otherwise Sis- 
pose of seal meat in the defined area to 
anv person other than a treveller or a 
resident who requims the seal mest for food 
for hirntelf as hic dop.  
9. (1)  No person shalI take or kill s e d s  
in the Gulf h a  or Front, hrea from or 
by meens of 8 vesse1 that has an overail 
IengLh of more than thirty feet except 
under authonty of a  e es sel sealing licence 
issued by the Minister. 
(2) A vmsel se.sling licence is subject to 
such tcmlr and conditions as the Minister 
may prescribe. 
( 3 )  Exccpi with  the prmiss lon of the 
Minuter, no vesse1 sealmg Iictnce shzil be issucd 
in respect of any veuel  thrt 1s rnoE t h i n  stxry- 
five fcet m overail length unless such a IiccncC 
was issucd tn respect of that v c a e l  in 1970 of 
t 971. 
10. $0 percon shsll take or kil t  hood 
c d 6  IL any time in the Gulf hrea. 
11. 1 : S. ;.erson shdl takc o r  kill  seais of a 
spccicr rcr oirt m column 1 of an  i!em o f  
ScheC~ic C m an area set out  ui column I I  of 
that item by means o f  a veswl or opera t ion  
descnbed in column i l 1  of Chat item during 
( 3 )  the open srason after notice is  pvcn by a 
Regional Director Generd bit the quota set 
out KI column IV of that item h u  bccn or 1s 
about to be reached; o r  
(b)  the closcd sctson set out rn column V of 
that item. , 
( 2 )  A Reaonai Duccior Cencral may, by 
notice, v u y  any closcd tune or seai quota  set 
out ui thcse Re~ulat ions .  
dcs phoques tués e t  toute la v i r d e  en ex- 
cédent de cette quantite doit être doon& au 
guide employé. 
( 4 )  Il eet interdit quiconque chasse le 
phoque pour le aport de prendre ou d e  tuer 
a )  un  phoque barbu (ouabisoui) 'en tout 
ternp; ou 
b )  plus de deux phoques au c m  d'une 
année quelconque. 
8. il est interdit de vendre ou de I i v ~ e :  
aucrericnt de irr viande de phoque dans ln  
réeion définie é toute personne autre qu'un 
voyaceur o u  Qn domicilié qui a besoin de la 
viande de phoque pour lu-mèma ou Fes 
chiens. 
9. (1) 11 est interdit de prendre ou de tuer 
dcs phoques dans 13 région du Golfe ou 
dans la rtlgion du Front  è partir ou a u  
moyen d 'ua  nsv~re dont le longueur bora 
t ou t  est  supérieure i trenLe pieds sauf à is 
!riveur d 'un  permis de navire  de chasse d u  
phoque délivré par le 3linistre. 
(21 Le permis dc nnvite de chasse du 
phoque est assujetti aux termes e t  aux con- 
ditions que  le Ministre peut prescrire. 
( 3 )  Sauf permission du Ministre, aucun 
permis de bateau de chiwe du p h o q u e  ne pcut 
C m  dtlint pour un bateau de plus de oouin tc -  
cinq pieds de longueur hors tout.  A moins qu 'un 
tel p c m i s  n'ait itt dCLvtt pour ce nrwe en 
I97Oou en 1971. 
10. Tl cst in tcrdi t  en tout temps de pren- 
drc ot i  de tuer des phoques ir capuchon 
iouast ikj  dana Is regon du Golfe. 
1 !.( I )  I I  est uiterdit de capturer o u  d e  tuer des 
phoques d'une e x p t c e  vUte un uticle de 
l'annexe C, dans la colonne 1, dans une remon 
viste a u  mime uticle,  dans Ir colonne I I .  au  
moyen de bateaux ou d'activii6s d k r s  duis 
!a colonne I I I ,  
a )  ;endant la suson d'ouverture a p r b  a n s  
du duccteur gknttd régional i l'effet que le 
contingent fuC dans Ir colonne IV a CtC 
atteurt, ou est sur le point de 1 ' C t r t ;  ou 
b) pendant la p i r ~ o d e  de  fermeture vide 
dans la colonne V. 
( 2 )  Un directeur g h e r d  r t g i o n d  pcut, p u  
c v u ,  modifier  toute p tnode  de femcturt ou 
tout contingent de chasse du phoque 4 s  dans 
cc rtglemcnt. 
Amendment List Apnl 7. 1 9 7 7  
(3) A notice n f encd  to in rubscction ( 1 )  or 
( 2 )  3\rU bc brordcut  by maritime radio or 
publirhed in a d d y  ncwprpc t  in the province 
ot  prowtccr idjiccnt t o  the u e i  to  which the 
notici ipplier. 
(4) Except with 8 permit in wnting from the 
Mrnutcr, no penon ihd trkc or kill h u p  seab 
in the Gulf a m  from or by rneuir of  a v e s d  
thi t  ù mon than wtty-five le t t  in ovcrrll 
l c futb  
( 5 )  No persan who h the operitor o t  muter 
of 4 wucl orer rixty-fire feet in overali length 
that b e n w e d  in r u  3id take or have in 
h u  possession h s  taken from wrlr thr t  an 
one yerr of rge or older in e x e r s  of 
' (1) fivc per cent of  the total catch by thit 
1 wucl of h u p  WU; or 
(b) ten per cent of the total catch by thr t  
vevcl of lemrlc hooded sedr 
12. ( 1 )  So p m o n  shaI1 use a helicopter 
or othcr a i r c r d t  in scaling except io search- 
i ng for scalr. 
(2) No pcrson stiall use a helicoptcr or 
othcr a i r c r d t  in scarctiing for scsls unlesa 
he h39 sn aircrlift acaling licçnce issu4 by 
thc hfinistu. 
(3) A n  nircraft scding ljcence mry be 
issued only in respect of an aircraft reg- 
iqtered in 'Cnnads under Psrt If of the Air 
Rcgulotions made pursuant to the A c r m u -  
tics Act. 
(4 )  An aircrsft rcnling licence is mbject 
to such t e m  and conditrom Ghe Minia- 
t+r mry pracribe. 
(a) luid r hclicoptcr o r  other iucr r f i  lcss 
ihm one-haIf of r n a u t ~ c d  mile ftom u r y  
seal that is on the icc in the Gulf Arta or 
Front A n a ;  or 
(b) opcratc r heliçoptcr or othcr rucrif t  
ovcr u i y  gai on the ice at i n  altitude of less 
t h u i  two thourand fcet, excrpt for 
commercial flights opcrating on scheduled 
flight plans. 
( 3 )  L'avis vict aux p u q t i p h e s  ( i ou (2) rrt 
dif fur i  p u  radio minumes  ou publit b a s  un 
quotrdien de Ir pronncr ou der p m c c j  
adjacentes i Ir d o o n  concembt. 
( 4 )  Sauf penninion t n i t e  du Ministre, il a t  
interdit de capturér ou de tuer der phoqua du 
Gtoënland drnr 1 i  duon du Golfe & ou 
i u  moyen d'un bateau de plus de souuite-cinq 
pieds de lon#ueur hon t o u t  
( 5 )  Il est tntcrdit i I'exploituit ou au u p i -  
t h e  d'wi bateau de plus de  soixratccinq 
pieds de longueur h o n  tout qui pratique Ir 
chrue au phoque, de capturer ou d ' ivou t n  s8 
posesuon der peaux provenant de phoques 
i& d'un an ou plus, en quurtitb r i i p h h r e  h 
a) cinq pour cent de Ir prise tot l lc  de 
phoques du G r o i d m d  du bateau; ou 
b) dix pour cent de Ir prise tc:ale de pho- 
ques I capuchon femelles du b a t a u  
12. (1)  Il e s t  Interdit d'utiliser un  hCli- 
coptere ou un autre aéronef pour la chasse 
du phoque. sauf pour aller i la recherche 
dcs phoques. 
(2 )  11 est i n k r d i t  d'utiliser un h6licoplére 
ou un autre aéronef pour 4ler B 1s recher- 
che des phoques 8 moins d'avoir un perrnir 
de chasse du phoque i padir d'un akrooef, 
d é l i d  par le M i n i s e .  
(3)  Un permii de c h a s  du  phoque i 
part ir  d'un aéronef ne peut être d é l i v d  qu'h 
I'Clgard d'un aéronef irnrnskiculC su Caas* 
da aux termes de la P d e  II du Ri&- 
ment de l'Air etabli en vcrtxr de Ia Loi sur 
I'a4ronautique. 
(4)  Un permi~ de chasse du phoque a 
partir d'un aéronef est a u j e t t i  aw moda- 
l i&  e t  condition8 que le Minitkt peut 
prcscrire. 
( 5 )  Sauf avec I I  penninion du Minutte, d 
est interdit 
a )  d'attemr en hélicoplim ou i u t e  aCroncf 
i m o n  d'un demi-mille m m  d'un phoquc 
qui se trouve sut la ghce dans 1a dgion du 
qui K trouve sur L glace dans la daon du 
Golfe ou dans Ir rCgion du Front; ou 
b)  de survoler e n  h é l i c o p t c ~  ou d u s  un 
autre akronef, i une altitude dc moms de 
deux mdle pieds, un phoque qui ~t trouve 
sur la glace, sauf s'il s'wt d'un vol 
commetciai suivani un plan de vol ttabli. 
13. No penon w h o  13 a nsident of a pro= 
vina adjacent to the Gulf u e a  or the Front 
Ater wbo u operatmg from the shore or from a 
nwl hawg an overall length of  suty-five fcc t 
or leu 3hrU takc or lull stah except rn waters 
alon8 the lhote of thit p u t  of the ptovmce in 
w h k b  hc nudes. 
14. (1 )  No p c n o n  hail engage in scaimg by 
any means m the Gulf A n i  or Front A r t a  
unless hc 
(a)  h u  a seder's Iicenct or an assistant 
seller's Licence iuued by the Minuter; 
(bl IS weanng ovcr or attached to hu outer 
clothlng so t t  is  viuble i t  i11 times the means 
o f  idcn tificat~on issucd with the licence, and 
( c i  compl~cs with u i y  hrther direction 
nspcctlng the weanng of the meurs of 
identtfication that rnay k given by a fishery 
officer who 1s prcscnr at  the seal hunt. 
( 2 )  A seller's Licenit shall not k luucd 10 
any pcnon who 
t a )  u undcr elghrcen ycan of age; 
( b l  has les than two vem txpencnce u # 
sealcr; ind 
( c )  i s  not a ~ d m g  group leader. 
( 3 )  An assistant scalcr's licence s h d l  not bc 
tssutd to any penon who  i s  undcr fiftccn y c v s  
O (  j e t .  
( 4 )  An ~ p p l i c m i  for an assistant seder's 
licence shall s t j i e  thc namc of the Iiccnsed 
seder w ~ l h  whom tic wtll tie sealtng and such 
n m c  shAl hc enrevd  an his I~ccncc. 
( 5  1 No pcrqcin who has an assistant saler's  
licence shail 
( a )  cnpagc in reaiuig except undcr the 
wpcrvision of the Liccnscd seder, or 
(b)  krll xals at any urne cxccpt undcr the 
dmct supepision of a iicensed seller. 
15. S o  pcnon shall take or ki l l  6 ~ 3 1 s  at  
any tirne or in sny ares by means of long 
linea. 
13. (1 est uiwdir i un rtsident d ' m e  prcs 
vrncc adjacente A Ir rCgion du Golfe ou 1 Ir 
rkgton du Front, qui chasse 1 putir  de la chte 
ou d'un bites? d'au plu3 wurntt-cmq pieds 
de longueur hors tout, de capturer ou de tuer 
der phoque&, d e u n  que d m  lcr uox du 
httord de Ir province où il &ide. 
- - -  - 
14. ( 1 )  U est tnterdit i toute ~~~e dr 
pratiquer la ch- au phoque p u  tout moyen 
dans Ir rfpon du Golfe ou dans la dgwn du 
Front sauf SI a t ~ e  ptnonne 
a )  est titulurc d'un permis de c h ~ u r  de 
phoques ou d'adethasscur  de p h q u c r  
dClivRr p u  le Mviistn; 
b )  parte NI ses vCternents e x i 4 n c u n  ou 
fixte auxdits vCtcments ae manicm qu'eUe 
soit vinble en tout temps, la pitee d'idcrttit4 
dtlivrtt mec le permu; e t  
C) se confornt i toute nouvelle mdicrtion 
qur pounut lui ttre donnte par l'un dcs 
agents des gtches, prisent a Ir dttrrc au 
phoque, sur la ~ U I C K  de porter c e t t e  pièces 
d'idcntitk 
( 2 )  Un permu de chasse au phoque ne doit 
pas i t r t  di l ivr i  i quiconque 
a)  est i g t  de moms de dix-huit ans; 
b )  a mous de deux ans d'expdncnce comme 
chasseur de phoque; et 
C )  n'est pas le chef d'un groupe de chaucun 
de phoques. 
( 3 )  Un ptnnis d'aidtchassrur de phoques 
ne doit ?as ttrir dClmrh i quiconque est i g t  de 
rnotns de quinze us. 
( 4 )  Le r c q u i r a n t  d ' u n  p e r m i s  
d'kidechdssrur .te ;ihoques doit indiquer Ic 
nom Ju Jitenteur de p e n i s  de chasseur de 
phoques avec qui i; ih;lsscra et cc nom doit ctrr: 
inscnl SUC son permis. 
( 5 )  11 e s t  mierdrt a un rinilaire d'un permis 
d'udcchrsrcur de p h 0 q ~ S  de 
a )  chasser  le phoque, sauf sous la 
s u r v c i i h t e  du délenteur d'un p c m t s  de 
charstur de phoques; ou 
0 )  nier des p h o q ~ t s .  en tout i cmps,  sauf 
sous la surveilluict directe d'un di i cn tcur  de 
p e n i s  de c h u ~ u r  de phoques. 
15. Il est  interdit de prendre ou de tuer 
des phoques en tout kmpa ou dans toute 
r6gion au moyen de palangres 
16. (1) Sa person shall takt or kill waIi 
in the Culf Area or Front h t r  by any 
meAns o t h u  than by 
ta) a club m 4 e  of hardnood wt l u i  
than 24 i n c h a  or mon thrn 30 inches in 
I cng th  and thrt for st  lesst hall of ita 
iength is not lesa than 2 hcha in di- 
ameter; 
( b )  r rifie firing only centre fin car- 
tridgm, nd made with rnctbl cued h a d  
point buIleu, witb 
( 1 )  i n ~ z z l c  vclocity of not lcss t h  
k t  pcr sccond, ~ n d  
( i i l  a muzzlc cncrgy of not lcss thm 
1 1 0  foot  p o u n d s ;  o r  
( 3 )  Sotn . i i l i~ tnnding subscction (1) and 
sub~cct to cubscction ( 4 1 ,  s c ~ l s  may be 
t : \ h  or killcd bv mcnns of ncts, 
in  1 in t h  Gulf A m ;  and 
i l i l  in tliat part of  tllc Front  Arc3 Iying 
:iiung tiic r o x t  of Labrdor and d o n g  
t h r  part  of tlie toast of Sewfoundlaûd 
north and wcst of Cape Frecls. 
(4) No person sliall take or kill ~ t d s  
p i r r i i a n t  to subsection (3)  cxccpt in wkn 
?long tlic shore of that part of the province 
i n  nliich hc resides. 
i 5 )  Notwithstmdmg subsct ion ( l ) ,  i 
h ~ l ~ p i k  may k used, in the  Front Area only, 
for kdlrng scds in the manner dessnkd in 
~bsec l l on  ( 2 ) .  
(6) Notw~thsrandmg subscction (2), in the 
Front A m ,  hooded scals Chat ue h o t  shlil bc 
stnrck with r hakaprlt in the muiner dcscnbcd 
in rhrt suhrection beforr uiy attcmpr u made 
to skm, drsh or remove the red lrom the place 
whcrc ~t w i s  hot. 
16. ( 1 )  11 est interdit de prendre ou d e  
tuer des phoques dans Ir region du Golfe 
ou dans la région du Front p u  tout maya, 
sauf 
a) avec un gourdin de bois dur ne mesu- 
r s n t  pas moina de 24 poucm ni p l u  da 
30 poucea de longueur et qui, sur ru 
moinr 1 i  maitiC de u r  loogueur, na 
mesun pas moins de 2 pouces de dia- 
m&tre; 
bl  avec un fui1 ( b  canon rayC) ne ti- 
rsnt que du cart~ouchea i percumion 
cl:ntrnlc, dont  lcs hdlrs nc sont pas dcs 
t ~ l l c s  blindfcs i bout dur, ayant 
( i )  une vitcssc initiale ou vitcssc D 
13 bouche d'au moins 1,800 picds à 13 
scconde, c t  
( i i )  u n e  éncrgic a la Louche d'3u 
iiioins 1,100 picds livrcs; ou 
r - l  ~ V C C  un  fusil a plomb,  nu moins dc 
~: i l i t i re  20, t irnnt  des cartouches i balles 
r ~ y c c s  du typc c Poly- I i o r ~ .  
(2) 11 cst i n t c r d i t  de frnppcr u n  plioque 
vi\.ant avcc bu t  lnstrumcnt ciutrc quc !e 
gourdin mcntionnc 4 l'.?tint3 a i  du para-  
grnplic (11, ou sur touk partie dc son  
corps sauf Ie front. 
(3)  X o n o b s u n t  Ic p,?ragr~plic ( 1 )  c t  
sous rCscrve du  linr3gr3phc i d ) ,  il cst  per- 
mis dc prendre ou de t u e r  dcs plioqucs au 
moycn dc filets, 
b )  dans la partie de I A  région du Front 
qui se trouve le !ong de la c ô k  du Le- 
brndor e t  3u nord e t  8 l'ouest du cap 
FreeIs, Ie long de 1s côte de Terre-Yeuve. 
( 4 )  11 est interdit Ir quiconque de pren- 
dre ou de t u e r  des phoques ea vertu du 
paragraphe (3 )  ailieurs que dans les e a u  
qui baignent Ir côte de Ir partie de 1s 
province ou il e3t domicilié. 
( 5 )  Nonobstmt le paragraphe ( 1  1, un 
h i k a p h  peut tm crnployt pour hiet des 
phoques de Ir manitre dtcrite au paragraphe 
( 2 ) ,  dans Ir d ~ o n  du Front seulement. 
(6) Pu dtrogation au p u a g a p h e  (2), dans Ir 
rCaon du Front, il est mterdit datcorchcr, 
d'entailler ou de diplacer iin phoque 4 a- 
puchon abattu au fusd avant  qu'il n'ait ttt 
frappC au moyen d'un hrkrpik de 18 façon 
dCcnte au puagaphe (2). 
17.  HO person shdl hook, commence to 17. il est interdit de cracher ,  de commencer 
*km, blced, Ilah or make my mciuon on a sed i Ceorchet, de rumer, d'cntder  ou de c o u p c r  
 th knife or u r y  impiement u n d  the sed u un phoque mec un couteau ou un aie 
dcad. - sstrument wrnt que le phoque ne soit mort. 
19. ( 1 )  Ewry 7crson who kills scals 19. 11) Toute pcrconne qui tue dcs  pho- 
c l ~ : t i l  rcmorr 1 1 1  sen1 skins from the  ice to qucs doit cnlcver tcutes les p c ~ u x  ue pho- 
!IIS tinze o f  o p c r ~ ~ o n s  mith in  24 hours qucs de la glace e t  Icg t ransporter  à ss  
i rom thc d3y the xa l s  are killed except bncc d'optrattons moins de 34 hrilrcs à 
!i!nl !hc ? l !nk tc r  3 3 y ,  ir! 3ny rircum- c:rn?ter d u  ;ai::- ûÙ !CS ?~;~ )C ]UCS Sun: t u i s ,  
ctnnccs hc considcrs to be onusud,  cxtcnd sauf que le 5lin1ctrc p u t ,  cinris bu te  cir- 
t i ic t ~ m e  for rcnloval of any skins. constancc qu'il juge erccptionnclle, pro- 
ionger le temps accordé pour en lever  les 
p e u x .  
(2) S o  pcrson shall kill c e ~ l s  unlcss he 
or  thc pcrsons cngnged s i t h  h ~ m  in the  
scaiil~g o p c r ~ t i o n  3s r n c m ~ c r s  o f  the crcw 
o f  3 cn ip ,  ni rc rd t  or otticr scaiing opera- 
tion h3vc cornplicd wi:h sutcscctton ( 1 )  
3nd 3m ncti\.cly c n p g c d  ln r w i o v i n g  frotii 
:tic I C C  to !lie Iinsc of o:~ctations tlic ck~ns 
of cc:il< L illc(l tlic  IOUS US driy 
20. ( 1 )  S o  pcrbon h ; i l l  hunt o r  kill 
Jny scal in m e  w.iLers O; M u r r a y  H a r b o u r  
or its tribuUries. inside a straight Iine 
drawn from the range  light on Old Store 
Point, Latitude 460 O 1' 17" N, Longitude 
600 28' 4 4 "  W to the  southernmost tip 
of' Sable Point, Lcirirude 460 01' 14" N, 
Longitude 620 29' 07" W f rom the 1st 
day of June :O k e  30th day of Septem- 
ber. both dates inclusive. 
12) 11 cst in?crriit B toute personne de 
tiicr dcs plioqucs ii inoins quc c c t t c  pcr- 
connc ou Ics autrcs pcrsonncs qui s'occu- 
p u n t  nvcc cllc dcs opcrations dc c h ~ ~ s s c  d u  
i~iioquc, cornmc rncm brcs dc l'Cquip3ge 
d'un n:ivire, d'un atroncf ou dc toute 3u- 
trc tquipc de cliasse du  phoque, ne se 
~oicnt coniormccs aux cx\gcnces d u  p3r3- 
::.;ipiic ( 1  C L  qu'cllcs nc s'occtipcnt x t i -  
. c !IN n t  d'ciilcvct tic ln gl:icc ; w r  Ics trniis- 
~ W I . I C ~  n I S  I I :LSC d ' o p i ' r n t ~ o t ~ s  /CS  ciu us Cic 
il!,~cjuCS t i i c ~  I C  jour ]jr;ci.dcnt. 
10. (1)  I I  esr interdit 3 quiconque de 
c h x s e t  ou de tuer le  phoque  dans les 
c3ux de Murray  Harbour ou de ses tr ibu- 
t a res ,  a l ' intérieur d'une droi te  tirée a 
partir du feu de pointe d'Old Store Point, 
> i tué  par 460 01' 17" de iatttude nord et  
600 28' 44" de longitude ouest, ;usqulà 
l'extrémité sud de Cap du Sable situé par 
460 01' 1 4 "  de latitude nord e t  620 29' 
07" de longitude ouest, du l e t  juln au  30 
septambre ,  ces deux jours compru. 
i 21 S u i ~ ~ c c t  to rtiliscctinn ( I ) ,  prev scnls i?) Socs riscrve du  pnragrnphc ( 11, i l  
nn(l ii;iri~oiir wnls inay hc k i l l d  at a n y  c5t permis dc tucr le plioque gris ct Ic pho- 
L , ~ I I C  : v ~ t l t o ~ t  n lirctirc tn ~liosc :mas with-  quc rciriirnun cn [out temps et sans pcrinis 
in 11 tiicli tltc circir i t r t im of riirli wnls wil l  ci.?ns Ia ri:gion ou la dcstmction dc ccs 
r ~ * « , r ~ I ~ d  Li. 3 I~oiirity i r t i io  t t ic  hljnister. j~i ioqiirs f ~ i t  i'oiljet d'une prime de In pf in 
du If  nis sire. 
(31  M t w h s t i n d i n #  subwction (21,  no 
penon shdl kdl u i y  g n y  seai dunng the pcnod 
k p n r n g  on Jmuuy 1st md ending on the Iast 
dry  o f  Ftbmuy in uiy  yeu ,  except wth the 
permisson of the Minuter. 
2 1 .  E x c c p t  vrith the pcnniwon of  the 
Minuter, no penon s,hill 
( a )  take or movc 4 live sed from the 
unmediatc vicmity ui which it i.s round; or 
(b) tag or muk, or ittempt to te or mark 1 
l ive sed tn any muinet. 
23. Tlic If inis tcr  ma.. iipon application 
;ind pnymcnt of tlic fccs sc t  out in  Schcdule 
A ,  issue 3 iiccncc or  pcrmit dcscribcd in 
tli:it Sclicriulc in suc11 fori i i  nnd upon such 
:crins and conditions 35 tlie '\finister mas 
prcscribe. 
23. Tlic 3Iastcr o i  3 vccscl cnglçcd :n 
sc:iling operations siia!l cncurc that w e n *  
pcrson engagcd in s c ~ i i n g  irom the vcssei 
cornplics nith  scctions 1 4  and 16. 
24. No penon shd hunt for or kd a 
dunnq my day I 
( a )  ln the Gulf AM, dumg my penod 
before 0600 houn or rftcr 1800 houn. 
Atlu i t ic  S t u i d u d  Time; or 
(b) in the Front Arei, 
( i )  dunng the p c n o d  from Much 12  t0 
Much 3 1 inclusive beforc 05.30 h o u n  
or after 18:30 noun.  Ntwfoundlrnd 
S t u i d u d  Tirne, 
(u) d u m l  the pcnod from Apnl I to 
Apnl 24 ~ i c l ~ a v c ,  beforc 0530 houo or 
a f t e r  2030 h o u n ,  Newloundluid 
Standard Timc. 
2. ' .  So pci.011 ilinIl cnznF in x ~ l i n g .  un- 
11.4s hc  lin^ on 111s Imson or 011 ilonrd i hc 
\ 4-ci. licliroptcr or ot licr . i i rc i *dt  :i.-rd ;il  
1 Ili. - 1 .  :Iiiig UIN~V.L: ~ I J I I ,  tllc :.?III orlri~t~-  
1 1 1  1 1\rts- I X T ~ ~ I I I T ~ I  1 ) ) -  <crt ions 9. 12 ~ H I I  14
( 3 )  Nonohtant le putgr iphc  ( 2 ) .  i1 est 
mietdit de tuer un phoque an3 cntrt le ler 
janvier et It &mier jour de fkvntr de chique 
année, sauf avec Ir penlwion du Mmisût.  
21 .  Sauf r ~ + c  la permission du Minism, 
est uitcrdit 
a )  de prendre un phoque v i r a n t  ou de le 
dCpla-r du vosmage immCdiit ou il est 
trouvd; ou 
b )  d'ktiqucter ou de marquer, ou de ttntct 
d'tuqucter ou de rnuquer de qudque façon 
que ce sort, un phoque v w a n  t .  
22. Le l l in is tre  peut, eur d c m n d e  et  I 
sur ~ e r s e m c n k  dcs aroits indiqubs  a 11.4n- 
ncle A ,  diiivrer Ies pcrmis ou [es a u x r i -  
s:itions dEcrib 8 !,?dite Annexe, d3zs 13 
iorrne rot aux termcs e t  conditions qu'il  
pcu t prcscrirc 
23. Le pat ron d ' u n  ns\.ire o c c ~ r é  . .A.\ :  
o p c r ~ t i o m  de chassc du phoque doit s 1 s -  
surcr  que tou tas  les pcrsonnes q u i  c h a s c x t  
!c phoque à partir du navire  se confrirrr.ent 
l u x  dicposiuons dcs articles 14  CL 16 
24. ii est mterdit de chuser  ou dc tuer un 
phoque, au coun de n'importe quel jour, 
a )  dans la dgon du Golfe, nant 6 heures 
ou apms 18 heures, heure normale de 
I'Atluitlque; au 
Front, 
(il du 12 au 3 1 m m  inclusivement, 
avant 05 heures et demie ou apres 18 
heures et demle, h c u n  narmaie de 
Tene-Nanc, 
(r i )  d u  Icr au 24 ivrd incluuvcrncnt, 
a v a n t  5 heures et demie ou apks 20 
hcurcs ot demie, heu= n o m a i e  de 
T e m - N m .  
25, Il c s t  intcrdit à toute pcrtonnc de 
faire 1;i cliassc du plioque, a nioins que ccttc 
;1c.i~~criitic nc p r t c  sur clk ou na.:it i bord 
l i i ~  nA\ irc, dc l ' h ~ l ~ c u ~ i t c r c  uii nutrr ncronc I  
i; t :  114 Iwiir Ics ollCr3tions de cl13ssc d u  
: ) i8uquc, Ics pcrini5 applic~blcs, cxiccs  aux  
rticir+ 9. 12 et  14. 
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